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I. INTRODUCTION
This is a manual for the program COMPT which computes the non-steady two
dimensional flow field resulting from the interaction of two successive
blade rows. The manual is designed to provide guidance in running the
program and a brief description of some of the numerical details. Tech-
nical details are found in Reference (1). A brief review of the main
features of the program follows.
The complete annular region of a set of blade rows is analyzed by consider-
ing only one blade passage in each blade row (see Reference 1). In order
to facilitate the computation, the computational region is chosen to en-
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(b) Transformed Square Domains
FIGURE 1. TYPICAL PHYSICAL AND TRANSFORMED DOMAINS FOR A
COMPRESSOR STAGE
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These seven domains are stretched by transformations into seven equal
square domains shown in Figure (Ib). The time dependent solution is
then computed in each domain using the Lax-Wendroff technique as de-
scribed in Reference (2). The program takes about 0.7 x 10" seconds
of central processing time per mesh point per time step when executed on
a CDC 6600 computer using the FTN compiler (Scope 3.3). A typical
computation may contain 847 points (11x11x7) and require of the order
of 1000 to 2000 time steps to come to completion. This type run should
take about 15 minutes of computer time, and require about 145,000
(octal) core locations.
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II. THE NUMERICAL COMPUTATION
The flow field is computed in each of the seven domains using equations
appropriate to each domain. 'Figure (2) shows a typical domain with the
types of grid points identified. After the flow at all interior and bound-
ary points in all seven domains has been evaluated, boundary conditions
are applied by specifying flow variable values at the exterior or virtual
points which are located one mesh spacing outside of the boundary, see
Reference (1) for details. The computation can then proceed to the next
step. Each step consists of two iterations shown schematically in
Figure (3). The first iteration proceeds from t to t + -y- using time
derivatives evaluated at time t and the average value of the four neigh-
boring points as the initial value at time t, thus allowing a "damped"
value at t + -~- to be computed. The second iteration then computes time
A 4-
derivatives at t + -y- using the values just evaluated there, and combines
these with the second iterate initial value which is a weighted average
of the central point value at time t and the previously computed average
of the four neighboring point at time t, to arrive at a new value at time
t + At. This procedure is followed for each of the interior and boundary
points and for each of the seven domains.
The boundary conditions are then applied to each domain by specifying the
values of the flow variables at the exterior of virtual points. These
values are obtained for the vertical or x=constant lines from the adjacent
domain (with interpolation and/or phase shift if necessary) and for the
horizontal or y=constant lines from the first set of interior points at
the opposite boundary (with phase shift if necessary).
The program itself handles these operations by means of the main program
COMPT and various subroutines. Figure (4) is a simplifed flow chart show-
ing the operations which are as follows. The main program, COMPT, handles
input and output operations, initializes all data and guides the computa-
tion through its iterations and boundary condition applications. The sub-
routines ITER1 and ITER2 handle the grid point computations for the first
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FIGURE 3. THE TWO-STEP LAX-WENDROFF TECHNIQUE.
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and second iterations discussed above. The exterior boundary conditions
are specified by subroutines HOBDRY, VEBRY1 and VEBRY2. HOBDRY determines
all of the horizontal boundaries and some vertical ones while VEBDRY1 and
VEBDRY2 specify the remaining vertical boundaries. VEBDRY2 also handles
the conversion of the displacement thickness into an inviscid wake. The
remaining subroutines are QSOLV, AABB, FAT, AVERAG and PSOLV. QSOLV
p
solves for the pressure p gives pu, puH, pu +-p and v/u. AABB specifies
parameters AA, BB and H, the shape factor, for the boundary layer compu-
tation, where
= AA (R)-BB.
FAT is a linear interpolation routine. AVERAG computes average properties
p
from properties at two points so that pu, pu + p, puv and puH are conserved.
2
Finally, subroutine PSOLV solves for the pressure p given pu, puH, pu + p
and puv. •
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III. INPUT
The listing of the program is given in Appendix I. This will aid in identi-
fying the input to the program.,. The program is started initially by input
cards-only. Later it can be restarted by cards only or combinations of card








1 read cards and first
tape file
2 read cards and second
tape file
ITAPEO 1-5 15 0 no results are written
on tape for restart
8 or 9 for restart, results
are written on tape 8
or 9
IPUNO '.1*5 15 0
7
no cards punched for
restart
for restart, cards are
punched on output cards









I DATA 1-5 15 0 all data is constant 1
card read in (initial
input only)
many cards read in (initial
or restart)(see last card)
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Card
Number Name Columns Format
IPRT 1-5 15
Value Comment
integer number of time steps
between complete print-
outs
IDEBUG 115 15 0 NBLADE determines the num-
ber of time steps
integer n time steps of computa-
(n) tions (use for debugging)
ITEBUG 1-5 15 only final iteration for
each print time step to
be printed
both iterates printed




11 NBLADE 1-5 15 integer final value of number of
nf blade spacings to be span-
ned in the computation
(for equal spacing, IBJEQ=
0 can be any value; for un-
equal spacing only, nf=ni+l
where nj is the starting
value)
12 LBLADE 1-5 15 0
1
blades aligned, DOMR=0
(do not use, test only)
blade positions arbitrary




phase lag for boundary
conditions)



































prints, no complete fie
prints input field
prints field with bound;
conditions
prints 1 and 2
suppresses point print
domain of point printed
at each time step
J value of point
K value of point
for 5 more points.
-
suppresses print column
domain of column printei
JC1 1-13
each time step
J value of column

































no printout of this domain
printout of this domain
for each complete print-
out




















































(number of Ac's) + 3
(number of Av's) + 3
do not use
values other than these











number of blades in up-
stream row












37 RADLE1 1-15 E15.8 0.0 sharp leading edge
finite do not use
38 YUXLE(l) 1-15 E15.8
YLXLE(l) 16-30 E15.8
slope of leading edge
lower surface
slope of leading edge
upper surface
39 YUIC 1-15 E15.8
YLIC 16-30 E15.8
coordinate of top of gap
(i.e., lower blade surface
\ • ~ - - .
coordinate of bottom of.gap
(i.e., upper blade surface)
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Card
Number Name Columns























of blade spacing gap.
36 to (39+(JS-2))











by 2's in the names)
3<JV<.(JS-1) determines C4=C2(JS-JV)
(a) IBLEQ=0, arbitrary









+5 REYCR 1-15 E15.8 critical Reynolds number
for turbulent flow
+6 XMU 1-15 E15.8 viscosity
+7 EN 1-15 E15.8
KAY 16-30 E15.8
turbulent profile
assumed value for adverse
pressure gradient effect
on turbulent profile









0.1 numerical damping coef-
ficient for second iter-
ate
The above cards are always read in even for restart.
The following data comes from cards or tape depending on the value of ITAPEI
The values given on the subsequent cards are for an initial start run. All
values are automatically updated for restarts either on tape or on cards
punched.
(43+2







































+13 TIME 1-15 E15.8 0.0 elapsed time (non-
dimensional)
+14 UZ 1-15 E15.8 largest initial Mach num-



















to compute + °°
boundary































. restart or specifying
variable initial flow
field, (see card 6)
Several comments regarding some of these cards are in order. When a value is
commented upon not to be changed, the reason is that this card was either used
during debugging or a future change was anticipated. For the coordinates of
the blades, the first card (e.g., card number 39) defines the leading edge and
the two values YUIC and YLIC should differ by the corresponding spacing, e.g.,
ESI; the same holds true at the trailing edge. This applies to both sets of
blades. It is to be noted that the U refers to upper, meaning the upper edge
of the blade spacing gap and similarly L to lower. The values of the variables
for card numbers (43+(JS-2))+9 and larger, are those which are to be used in
initiating a run. Thereafter, for restart these cards are removed for a card
restart and replaced with the punch file from the run to be restarted. In case
of a restart using tapes or disks these cards may be left attached but will be
ignored.
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IV. OUTPUT
The output is almost self explanatory. Sample outputs are shown in Appendix
II. First..all.variables read in .are printed out. The input of the complete
<..•
flow field can be suppressed by setting IPI (card 14) to 0 or 2. Then the
whole initial field with boundary conditions is written at each point in each
domain for which IDP(ID) (card 24) has been set to 1. Domains with IDP(ID)=0
will not be printed. The output identifies the time step ITIME, the time TIME,
the domain ID and J value in that domain and its corresponding X coordinate
and the mass flow MOOT across that section. Then a block of data, headed by
the heading K, Y, P, RHO, U, V, E, T, H, M and CP for KS+1 values of K, gives
all the data for that X station. The number of blocks in a domain equals the
number of X stations in it. This type of information is repeated again after
IPRT time cycles and after each blade gap and for the final time step. In-
termediate data at each time step for up to 6 points and 2 columns is also
printed. Also printed are the peripheral and axial force components per
blade gap in the two sets of blades. PDA! is the axial force and PAIH is
the peripheral force experienced by the fluid. For equal spacing the nega-
.tive of these quantities becomes the forces .on the blades. The displacement
thickness on each blade side is also printed out following each blade domain
as DSU and DSL and the viscous drag DRAGU and DRAGL as well as the axial in-
dividual force contributions PDAIU and PDAIL are also given.
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V. LIMITATIONS .
The program has several limitations at the present time.
(1) The boundary layer displacement thickness evaluation
is presently done only normal to the axial direction
but can be extended to be calculated normal to any
direction.
(2) The conversion of the displacement thickness into an
. inviscid wake is valid only for equal blade spacing.
(3) The unequal spacing logic changes have been FORTRAN de-
bugged, however, sample calculations to test that the
correct results are obtained have been carried out only
for one time step and only for the special case IBLEQ=1
and NOBL=10.and MOBL=10.
(4) The mean slope of the trailing edges of both blades and
the leading edge of. the upstream blade must be restricted
to within the range of ±45° for unequal number of blades
.in the two blade rows (IBLEQ=1). The leading edge of the
downstream blades must be restricted to within the range
of
± tan-1 ESICE2 (JS-2)|
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A listing of the FORTRAN IV program COMPT as executed on a CDC 6600 computer
operating under the SC0PE 3.3 system, using the RUN(s) compiler and SETCORE
(i.e., core is initialized to zero), follows:
o
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PROGRAM COKPTCINPUT,OUTPUT,PUNCH,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=CUTPUT,TAPE?
1 PUMC'1,TAPES.TAPE9,TAPEl,TAPE2,TAPE3,TAPE4)
0 0 0 0 0 3 D I M E N S I O N R l ( 7 , 1 3 , 1 3 ) , P I ( 7 * 1 3 , 1 3 ) , U i ( 7 , 1 3 , 1 3 ) , V i < 7 , 1 3 , 1 3 ) .
' ' 1 E l < 7 , l 3 f i 3 ) , R 2 < 7 , l 3 , i 3 ) , P 2 < 7 . 1 3 , l 3 ) , U 2 < 7 . ' l 3 , l 3 ) , V 2 C 7 , l 3 , l 3 ) ,
2 1 = 2 ( 7 , 1 3 , 1 3 ) ,
3 QSLJCM3,3>, D S I ( 2 , 1 3 , 3 ) , Y U ( 2 , 1 3 ) , Y L ( 2 , 1 3 ) , J I < 7 ) , J F < 7 )
4 » Y U X L E ( 2 ) , Y L X L E < 2 ) , Q M R ( 2 )
6 , P U A 1 ( 2 ) , F D A I U < 2 ) , P D . A I L < 2 )
7 , D R A ? i U < 2 > , D R A G L < 2 )
8 , I l ) P < 7 )
9 , P A I 1 ( 3 )
9 , P 3 < -5 , 9,13 ) , R3 < 5 , 9,13 > , U3 ( 5 , 9,13 ) , V3 < 5» 9,13 )
9 , P M ( ! 5 , 9 , l 3 ) , R H < 5 , 9 , i 3 ) l U M ( 5 , 9 , 1 3 ) , V M ( 5 , 9 , : L 3 )
9 i P 4 ( 5 ,13) , R 4 ( 9 , 1 3 ) , U 4 ( 9 , 1 3 ) , V 4 < 9 , 1 3 )
9 ,P5( • J , 1 3 ) * R 5 < 9 » 1 3 ) » U 5 ( 9 » 1 3 ) , V 5 ( 9 i l 3 >
9 , P 3 2 < 9 . 2 ) , R 3 2 < 9 f 2 ) , U 3 2 < 9 , 2 > , V 3 2 < 9 , 2 ) ,
9 P M 2 ( 9 . 2 ) » f ' 1 H 2 ( 9 , 2 ) j l J M 2 ( 9 , 2 ) , V M 2 ( 9 , 2 ) ,
9 p - J S ( 9 f 2 ) , R 3 S < 9 , 2 ) t U 3 S ( 9 , 2 ) , V 3 S ( 9 , 2 ) .
9 P M S ( 9 , 2 ) , R M S ( 9 , ? ) , U H S ( 9 , 2 ) , V M S < 9 , 2 )
0 0 0 0 0 3 . C 'JMMC I R 2 . F 2 » U 2 . V 2 , E 2
0 0 0 0 0 3 C < ) M M O - | / A / G A M M A , G A M | _ 1 .
0 0 0 0 0 3 C - . ) M M O ' V i l / O M . R * N B L A D E i N O N D l M , I T . E R , P H I •
0 0 0 0 0 3 C - ' J M M O J/'"!!/ IBLEO
0 0 0 0 0 3 C . J M M O ' J / 3 2 / IDEBUG
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M H O " I / C / D S U » D S L
0 0 0 0 0 3 C - J K H O J /H/ ID , J,KJ, IDS.K
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M Q J / E / j I , J F « J S , K S
0 0 0 0 0 3 qohno I / P / Y U « Y L




000003 COMMQ !/!</ JSTART
000003 COMMC I / L / R I I , U I I , E l I,PI I,VI I
000003 C')MMO-J/M/ Xi!U,IDELTA
000003 CJMilQ.-J/.-'J/ I T I H E » N N N , N T I M E -
0 0 0 0 0 3 CDiXMO l/Nl/ M M H , M T I M E
000003 C')MMOi)/iJ2/ NOBL.HOBL, I T I M E J
0 0 0 0 0 3 C D M M O ' J / N 3 / IPHI , IPSI
000 .003 C O M M O ' J / 0 / FDA I , PDA IU, PDA JL .
0 0 0 0 0 3 U ' )MMO' l /P/Rl iP l»Ul ,V l ,E l
0 0 0 0 0 3 COM.'10.1/PI/ P 3 , R 3 , U 3 , V 3 , p 4 , R 4 , U 4 , V 4 , P ? , R 5 , U 5 , V 5 , P H , R K , U M , V M
0 0 0 0 0 3 C ' J V n M C - J / P 2 / P 3 2 , R 3 2 , U 3 2 , V 3 2 , P K 2 , R H 2 , U H 2 , V M 2
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M O J / P 3 / P 3 S , R 3 S , U 3 S , V 3 S , P ( ^ S , R H S , U H S , V M S
0 0 0 0 0 3 C ' ) M M ( 3 ' - ! / Q / j S M , J S P , K S M , K S P
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O K M O - ' I / R / X , Y Y
0 0 0 0 0 3 C i )MMO ; l / T / .L8LADE
0 0 0 0 0 3 C iJMMO ! > l /U / Y U X L E i Y L X L E
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M O J / V / JV „
0 0 0 0 0 3 C ' J K M O J / X / t N , K A Y
0 0 0 0 0 3 . C i )MHC : l . /Z / C R A G U i D R A G L
0 0 0 0 0 3 C ' J K H O I . /2A/. R E Y C R
0 0 0 0 0 3 C U M M C ' J / Z E / ^PA I H, 5RUA !, SRUVA I , SRU2PP
0 0 0 0 0 3 COM.-10 J / Z C / P A I H 2 » R U A I 1 , R U V A I 1 , R U 2 P P E , N T
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M C ' - l / Z D / I S L L E i ISUTG








































































WR I T E (6, 152) IPUNO
RFAi.1 ( l>, 15) I DIM
WRITE(6,1I56) IDIM
READ (5,15) NONDIM








WRITE (6, i5i ) ITBUG
151 F'JHMATC ' lfiX,lOH!TBUG = ,15 )
READC5,15) IDELTA
w?MTH(6,i2Q) IDELTA
READ (y, 15) MQLADE
k.'HITE(6,li3) NBLADE
RF.: AIM 9, 15) LBLADE
WHITE (6, 128) LBLADE
REAiH 5, 15) I'BLEO
hR!TE(6,19D IBLEO
191 FORMAT(10X,10HIBLEQ =,I5/)
REAP (3, 15) IPI
WRITE (6, 136) IPI
READ (3, 15) IDA,JA,KA
WHITH(6,i32) IDA, vIAiKA
REALM 3, 15) IDB,JH,KB




WRITE (6, 135) IDD,JDiKD
REAri(5,15) IDE,JE,KE
WR1TE(6,144) IDE,JE,KE
RE AD (3, 15) ID6,J6,K6
WRITE(6il45) ID6,J6,K6
RE AD (9,15) IDC1.JC1
WRITEC6.175) IDC1,JC1
RE AIM 5, 15) IDC:2,JC2
WR I T E (6, 176) IDC2,JC2
175 F O R H A T C 3fiX*10Hin,J-Cl =,215 )
176 FORMAT ( l O X i l O H I D , J*C2 a,2I-g )
READ(5,15) IDS
K R 1 T E < 6,106) IDS
REA|J(5,16) ( IDP( ID), ID = 1, IDS)
16 FORMATC7I5)
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C O M P R E S S O R / /





























































59 REAn(g,15) J I (ID),JF<ID)
DO 199 ID = 1>IDS
WRITE(6,109) ID, JK I D > * ID, JF< ID)
199 COM HUB
REAU(:>,15)JS,KS
















F O R M A
REAQ(
W R I T E
F OF 1-1A
R E A D C
W R I T E
REAU(
RACLE
W R I T E
R E A D t







1 D X , 1 0 H C O E F T H =,El5.8/>
1 5 ) N 0 8 L / M O B L
,166) NOBL.MOBl



















( 6 , 1 0 5 ) RADLE1
S',10) Y U X L E ( 1 ) , Y L X L E ( 1 )
( 6 , 1 3 0 ) Y U X L E ( 1 ) , Y L X L E < 1 )
J 3 2 » J S
S,10 )YU1C,YL1C
J) -YU1C/CS1
J ) = Y L 1 C / E S 1
'••IUE
'') J = 2,JS




lF(FL!.)AT(MC8L)*ESa.,E-Q,FLOAT<MOBL)*ES2) GO TO 99
WRITE(6,98)
FORMAT(/5X,48HINPUT ERROR - <MOBL*ESD SHOULD EQUAL (MQBL*ES2)/




W R l T E ( 6 f l 0 6 > RADLE2
REAL)(5,10) YUXLE(2),YLXLE(2) •







WRITE(6ill'2) Jf YU(2i J)» JiYL<:2/J>
C O N T J M U E































































C4 = CE2/F|_OAT{ JS-JV)
J F-(C4.LT,CE I/FLOAT (JS-3)) JV = JV*1
IF(JV.GT.JSM) GO TO 611










WKITE<6,143) J V I » J V
WRITE (6. 119) C4
WRI T E (6, 125)
READ(3,1U) OMR(l) ,OMR(2)
k'RI'TE(6ili4) Oi>!R(l),QMR(2)
R E A O < 5 » 1 0 ) P I » T I » U I f VOUI
MITE (6,115) PI.TI,UI,VOUI
READ (3, 10) WM.GAhHA
WRITE(6i 11.6) W M i G A M M A
REA3(S,10) REYCR








IF( ITAPEI .NE.O) GO TO 480
REArjr>,l5) ISTART
REAi)(l3,15) ITIMEMPT
R E A T ( • 5 , 1 5 > NTIME»NPT,MTIME
REA!)(;j,15) IPHI.IPSI
REALM '5, 10) TIME
RE A.; (-5, 10) UZ
RE A1) (3,10) SPAIH.SRUAI»SRUVAI,SRU2PP
GO TO 431
400 CONTnUE
159 IF( I T A P E I .EQ.l) GO TO 166
REA!)(.l) DUK1
REAiH'U DU«2
DO .167 IC = 1» IDS
REA-JCJ) DUK3
RE A !)(•.«) DUN 4
167 CONTI IUE


















































































































W'M TE( 6,127 )
WHITE<6,122)
W R I T E (6, 173)
WRITE(6,184)
W R I T E (6, 123)
wrM7E<6,169)
W R I T E (6, 155)
FHRMATCIOX,!
FORMAT(10X,1
F O R M A T C L O X i l
F O R M A T C / i n X ,
FORMAT ( l O X i
FORMAT( 10X*
F O R M A T (/I (IX,
FORMATdOX,!
F;)R'IAT( 10X*
FORM AT ( 10X,
FORMAT( 10X*
F O R M A T C IOX.
Ff J R M A T t inX,
F O R M A T ( iox*
F O R M A T < i o x «
F O R M A T ( IOX*
F O R M A T ( IOX*
F U R M A T < inx.
FORMAT (/i ox*
FORMA T( 10X,
F O R M A T ( inx.













FORM A T S IOX*
10X,10Hui
FOR.MAT< IOX,
FOR M A T < /IOX,






= , I !J )
FORMA T( inx,
F O R M A T (/I (IX,
FOR.-IAT< IOX,
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R T , I T I M E , IPT, NT I ME, NPT, KT I.ME, I PH J, IPS \', T I HE. UZ

























































































































































































































147 FORMAT(/10X,10HPI(REP) =,ElE.8,10X,10HAI(REF) S,E15,8/
1 10X,10HTR<REF) =,E15,8,10X,10HXHUR(REF)=»El5t8/)
IFCMC -JCiM.EO,!) GO TO 53
53 CONTINUE
IFdTIME.NE.O) GO TO 164

















Oi.) 30 K=2,KS|F( I DAT A,EC,0) GO TO 60
D ('j, 10) PCfTC,UCtVOUC





VC = VC!IC*UC-OMR( 1DL102)
RC=PC/TC
E C s T C / G A K L l * 0 . 5 * < U l > U C + V C * V ( > O M R <


























































P 2 < I D , J , K ) = P C
< J 2 < ID . J f K ) = U C
V 2 ( I D . J i K ) = V C
£LM ID, j , K ) = e c
11C = S G H T < t C * U C * V C * V C )
I F ( Q C . G T . U Z ) U Z s Q C
so CIINTMUE
40 CUNTp-JUE •
30 C . J \ T [ /I'E ' •
G-'J TO 165164 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,437) ITIME .
437 F')R-1AT(/10X,7HITIME =, I 6//14X , 2HP2 /10 X, 2HT2.10X, 2HU2 , 9X , 5HV2/U2
438 F;)RMAT(Bx;,





I F ( J T A P E I . E O . O ) GO TO 432
R E A D ( - l ) ( ( - P 2 ( I D , J , K ) , R 2 ( I D , J , K ) , U 2 < I D , J , K ) | V 2 ( I D , J ' , K ) ,
1 J=J1. J2) ' ,K = 2 » K S )
RE A13 (8) ( (FK IB» J * K ) , R l ( i n f J , K ) » U 1 < IDi J i K ) » V K ID» J'.K),
1 ,lsJl.J2)'.K = 2 « K S )
4 3 2 C ' J N T l c J U E
W«ITE{6jl26)
D.) 16/! J = J1,J2
'•<'UTE(6«126)'
Df) 163 K = 2,KS
1F( I TAPE I .EQ.O) GQ TO 435
V C = V 2 ( I D , J , K )
POsPK 10, J ,K)
MDsRK in, J ,K)
Ui.) = UK ID, J ,K)
V;J=VK ID, J , K >
Gu TO 4^6
4 3 5 R E A - U C S . I O ) P C » R C » U C i V C .
R2C I U . J * K ) = RC
U 2 ( l C , J f f < ) s U CW 2 ( D ; . J , K ) = V C
PK 1C. J.f K > = P D
H l ( I D , J t K ) = R D
Ul( I D , J j K ) = U D .
V K I D * J . K ) = V D
436 C JNTTIUE
V i . l U C s V C / U C






















































































































































































































































A B S <
.0
NDIK






































, IPI ,NE.3) GO TO 162
,TC,UC,VOUC, ID, J*K,PD,TD.Un,VoUD
GO TO 412







































DSUC IDL102, J,3>,DSU< I DLlO? , J, 2 ) t DSU { IDLl02i J«l)i













































































































































































97 N M Ki ~ N
]F( I TIME. EG, 0) i T l M E s l T l M E
1T1MEF=M6LADE*NNN+NNN
D T = 1 . 0 / < A O K R * F L O A T < N N N ) )
GO TO 19
17 U T = ( D - I I N / C E 1 ) / ( 3 , 0 * < 1 . 0 + U Z ) ) •
I T I M E F s N E l A D E + N N N
19 COM
I F U U 6 B U G . N E . O ) IT I MEF= I DEBUG+NNN .
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 2 6 )
W f M T f c < 6 i l 3 9 > ITIMEF
139 F O R M A T ( / 1 0 X , 1 0 H I T I H E F = , J 5 / )




K 2 D T = 0 , 9 / D T
R!JTi.l = 1 . 0 / r D T * D T )
D T 0 2 = 0 , S * D T
J F ( Y U I D L i 0 2 * J S M ) * 1 , 0 - Y U < I D U 1 0 2 , J S M ) . G T , 2 . 0 * D N > GO TQ 9
GO TO 12 '
9 WR ITU 6,11)
11 FORMAT(//1X»18HBLADE IS TOO THICK//)
CALL EXIT
12 CONTINUE
DO 400 ID=3 ,5 ,2
irJU02s< ID-D/2
I F ( I S L L E . E G . O ) f iO TO 501
Y U ( l H L l 0 2 f 1 ) = Y U ( I D U 1 0 2 » 2 ) * Y U ( I D L 1 0 2 , 2 ) ' 0 , 5 * < Y U ( I D L l C 2 , 3 ) *
1 YU P)L1C2»3) )- + 0.5
YUIUL102 ,1 )=YU( IDL102*1>»1 ,0
CO TO 502 •
501 YU( ICL10?' f l ) = Y U ( IL 'L1C2 .2 ) *2 ,0 -YU( IDL102i3'j
Y L ( IDL i02 , l>=YLUnU02,2 ) *2 ,0 -YLUDLl02 ,3>
5 0 2 C O N T I N U E
I F ( I S L T E , E G , 0 ) GO TO 503
Y U < I D L 1 0 2 , j S P ) s Y U ( I D L l 0 2 » J S ) * Y U I D L l 0 2 , J S ) n O , 5 * ( Y U < I D L l 0 2 .
1 YU nUC2,JSM»+C,5
YUinil 0 2 , J S P > S Y U ( i D L I 0 2 , J S P ) - 1 , 0
GO TQ ' 5 0 4
5 0 3 Y U ( I C L 1 Q 2 . j S P ) = Y U < J D L 1 0 2 * J S ) * 2 > 0 - Y U ( J D L 1 0 2 , J S M )
YUIDLin2, jSP) = Y L < I D L l 0 2 » J S > * 2 . 0 - Y L < I D L l 0 2 - , J S
5 0 4 C O N T I N U E
00 '100 LK=ii3
U S L ( I ! ) L 1 C ? , 1 , L K ) = 0 , 0
PSUC IOL1C2,-1»UK) = 0,0 " !
400 CONT J M U E
1 Tint 1 = IT 1MB
IF(IPLEQ.EG,0) GO TO 1035
JF( IHTA'U.NE.O) GO TQ 1035
PO 1036 ITAPFX=1,2






























































































































































































































































J » 3 > » R 2 < 7 , J,3),L'2<7, Jt 3),V2(7, J,3
(1, J.KSK ),U2(1. J,KSM)»V2<1,J.KSM)
(2, J,KSM),U2(2. J,KSM),V2f2, J.KSM)
(4,J,KSK),U2(4, J.KSM).V2<4, J, KSM)
t 6 , J , KSK ) , U2 ( 6 . J . KSM ) , V 2 ( 6 » J , K S M )
(7. J.KSK) ,U2(7. J,KSM),V2(7, J.KSM)
, JV , K ) , U2 ( 4 , JV , K ) , V2 ( 4 , JV , K ) ,
, 2,K),U2(5, 2,K),V2(5, 2,K),K=2,
,3),U2(in,2,3),V2(ID,2,3>*
































































J/3),R2<2, J,3),U2(2, J,3),V2(2, j,3
J , 3 ) , R 2 ( 4 , J , 3 ) , IJ 2 ( 4 , J , 3 ) , V 2 ( 4 , J , 3
J , 3 ) , R2 ( 6 , J, 3 ) , U2 ( 6, J , 3 ) , V2 ( 6 , J , 3
J , 3 ) , R2 ( 7 , J , 3 ) , U2 ( 7, J , 3 ) , V2 ( 7 , J , 3
(1, J;KSM>»U2U, J.KSM).V2U, J.'KSM)
«2, J,KSM),U2<2, J,KSM).V2(2, J.KSM)
M,J,KSH),U2(4, J,KSM),V2(4, J,KSM)
(6, J,KSK),U2(6, J,KSM),V2(6, J,KSM)
( 7 , J , KSM ) , U2 < 7 , J , KSM ) , V2 ( 7 , J
 f KSM )
, JV,K),U2(4, JV.K) ,V2(4, JV,K) ,














K9 1r\ o /
3),










IF< I S T A R T . E O . O ) GO TO 76
CALL I T E - R 2
76 C O N T i r i U R
iF(ITlMEoN^.NINN) GO TO \B9
no leu ir. = 3t5,2
IF< ID.EfJ.S) GO TO 182
























YU R « Y L < ICL102,J+l)+DN*FLnAT(K-2)*<YU< I DL102, J + l) - YL < IHL102,J+l)
Y H L s Y L C 1 C I 102iJ-1)+DN*FLOAT(K-2)*(YU(IDL102,J-l)-YLdnui02,J-l)
HETsATAM(ESS/CEE)*(YDR-YDL)*R2DX)
IF( ' J.EO.JS.AND.<KiEG.2,OR.K,EQ,KS)> TH
. ATAN«ESS/CEE)*(YL(IDL102.J+l)-YL(IDLl02,J)))*RDx


















































V 2 d D « J * K ) = V C180 CONTINUE
DO 183 ID = 4, 7






IFdD.EO.4) U2<4, J,K)=U2<3, JS,KS02P1)
I F (I 0 . EO . 4 ) V2 ( 4 , J , K > = V2 ( 3 , JS / KSOPP1 >
IF( IO.E0.6.QR, ID,EQ,7) U2 < ID, J, K )=U2(5, JS,KSQ2P1)




I A 8 C = 0
CALL -lOi-IDRYdABC)
IF< ITIME.NE.NMN) 00 TO 330








J2 = JF( IF))
DO 3 07 J=J1,J2
DSUC = .'JSU< rCL102i J,.3>
DSLC= )SL'( IDL102. J,3)
D6LTCa(USI_C*DSUC)/(FLOAT(KS-2)*d,0«(DSLC*DSUC) ))

































































R C = R 2 < I D , J , K >
UG = i.J2C 10, J,K)
VG = V2( ID, J,K)
E(; = PC/RC/GAML1 + 0 ,5*<UC*UC*VC*VC*OMR{ I DLlO',? ) **2 )
DRIJsRr;*!Jc*DN
DRU2= )R'J*UC + PC*ON
DRUM= )RU*(EC+PC/RC)










DELWU J = I)El.TC*RUHI




VC = V2( IO,J,K)
EC = PC/RC/i5AMLl*0.5*(UC*UC*VC*VC-.OHR( IDL102)**2)
RUC = R,'3*UC
Ri.J2C = f?UC*UC + PC
RUHC = !IUC*{EC + PC/RC>
R;JC = R IC + D^LRU
RJ2U = rJU2C*DELRU2














311 CONTI IUE307 CONTI JUG
lOR^I )
JABC=IA?JC*1
























































PC = P2( 10, J,K)
RC=»2< li), J.K)
UC=U2( I!), J,K)
VC = V2( pi, J,K)
ECsH2(IH,J,K)
RUC-RC*UC




































1 . (P2(4, JV.K).R2
1 P2(5, 2*K)*R2
1 * <P2<IO,2,3),R2(ID
1 P2( Iij,2,KSM),R2( ID



























, K S M ) , V 2 ( 2 , J . k S M ) ,
( 6 * J . K S M ) , V 2 < 6 , J
( 7 , J , K S M ) , V 2 ( 7 , J , K S H ) , J = ;
J V . K ) . V 2 ( 4 . J V , K ) ,
2 * K ) , V 2 ( 5 , 2 * K ) , k = 2 , K S )
3 ) , V 2 ( I D , 2 , 3 ) .
D.JS. 3 ) . V 2 ( I D . J S » 3)'.
D, J S . K S M ) , ' V 2 < ID'. J S » K S M ) ,
DO 380 J D = 3 , 5 , 2
J iJL lOasl
I F ( I D , G T , 4 ) IUL102=2
P A I i l L ^ O . O





















































D P A = P O*!) X
IF( J,fc*0,2.CR. J.EQ.JS) DPA=0.5*DPA
IFfK.F.G.KS) GO TO 376
PAHL = PA I H L + DPA
GO TO 379





IF( ISTA'RT.EQ.O) GO TO 87
JF< IPT.EG. IPRT) GO TO 87
JPT=IPT+1
JF(MPT,EG.NNN) GO TO 88
MPT = N!PT*1
IF( I T I K E . F Q , ITIMF.F) QO TO 89
IF(IDA.NE.O) WRITF<6,140) ITIME, IDA, JA,KA.P2< IDA, JA, KA )',
1 R2< I )A, JA,KA),U2< IDA, JA,KA),V2< IDA , JA , KA ) , Eg ( IDA, jA,KA)
JF( IC'J.NE.-O) WRITE (6, 141) IDB, JB, KB,P2< IDB» JB,KB)',
1 R2< I 18, jr<,KB),U2( IDB, JB,KB),V2< IDB, JB,KB),E2MDB, jB,KB)
IF( ICO,iME,0> WRITE(6,141) IDC, JC, KC.P2( IDC, Jc. KG) .
1 R 2 < I )C,JC,KC),U2(IDC,JC,KC),V2(inC,JC,KC)fE2<IDC,JC,Kc')
JF(IDO,NE.O) WRITE(6,141) IDD. JD, KD.P2 ( I DD, JD, KD) ,
1 R2( I OD, jn,KD),U2( IDD» JD»KD),V2( IDD, JD,KD)/E2( IDD, jD,KD)
IF( iC E . i - J E . O ) WRITE<6,141) IDE. JE, KE,P2 ( I DE, JE, KE)'.
1 fJ2( DE, JF,KE),U2(Ii)E, JE,KE),V2< IDE, JE,KE ) , E2< IDE, jE,KE>
IF( IC6.ME.O) WRITE(6,141) IH6, J6, K6,P2( ID6, J6,K6)',
1 H2( H6,j6,K6),U2( I D6, J6,K6 ) , V2 ( ID6, J6,K6) , E2< ID6, J6,K6)
140 FORMAT</5X,23HITIME,ID,J,K,P IR,U,V,E-«,4I4 J5E13,5 )
141 FDRMAT(5X.23H ID , J, K , P, R , U , V, E- , 4X , 3 I 4, 5E13 • 5 . )
IF< ICC1.EQ.O) GO TO 314
W R I T E (6, 177) IDC1, JC1, IDC2,JC2
177 F.ORI1AT(/5X,7HIDC1 = , I3,3X,6HJCl = , I 3, 3X , 7H I DC2 = ,I3,3X,6HJC2
1»I3/)
WRITE (6, 181)
183 FORM AT ( 3X, INK, 5X,lHp,liX,lHR,llX,lHU. 11X,1HV, llX, iHE, 12X, iHP, 1
1 lhR,HX,ihU,llX,lHV,llX,lHE )
DO 31', K = 2,KS
JF( IDC2.EO.O) GO TO 317
WHITE (6, 178) K,P2< I DC1* JC1, K) , R2 ( IDC1, JC1, K) , U2( iDcl, JC1,K)»
1 V2( lOCl, JCi.K) ,F.2( inci, JC1.,K),P2( I DC2 , JC2 / K ) , R2 ( I nC2 , JC2 , K ) ,
2 .J2(i:)C2,JC2,K),V2(IDn2.JC2,K>,E2<'IDC2,JC2,K)
170 F O R M A T t 1X,I3,5E12,5,1X,5E12,5 )
GO TC 316





179 F-)RMAT(/5X,10HPDAI (1) = , E15 , 8 , 5X, 10HPDA I ( 2 ) s ,El5t8,5X,
1 IfiHPAlMd) = ,E15.H,5X,10HPAIH<2) = »E15.8 )
GO TO 276
87 IPTsl
IFdlPT, EC.NNN) NPT = 0



























































89 C O N T I I U E
F L N T I T s F L O A T ( M T I M E ) - 0 , 5 * F L O A T ( 2 - I T E R >
IHIFl , N E . 2 , A N D . I P I , N K . 3 ) GO TO 273
1330 C O N T I N U E
DO 273 ID=1,IDS






GO TO (21,22,22,24,25,25/2?) ID
21 JFCJ.5G.2) X=-1,OE+2Q
IF (J.EQ.2) GO TO 28
IFCJ.EQ.JS) X=0,0
JFU.EQ.JS) GO TO 23




24 X = C4/CE1*!)X*FLOAT(J«2)
GU TO 2')
25 X = CE2/CHl*DX*FLOAT<J-»8>
GO TO 2^
27 |FU, -IE.JS) GO TO 41
X = l ,0f-:20
GO TO 20
41 X=*AUlG<1.0-DX*FLOAT(J-2))





UC = U2( 10, Jf!<)
67
IF(K,L:G,2.CR,K.EQ,KS) DRUC = 0 , 5* DRUG
{F(ID.E0.3.0R,ID,EQ,5)
WHITE<6,265) ITIME,TIME,ID,J,X,RUC
FORMAT( //25X,7HITIME =,I3,8H TIME =,lEl3,5,6H ID =,I3,5H J































































( U C * U C + V C * V C ) * P I I / (TORI I ) )
C !»=<F f l -P I r ) / ( 0 , 5 * R I I *SQRT(U I I**2*VI I**2»
GO TO (31',31.33, 34, 35, 36, 36) ID
31 Y = D N * F L O A T ( K - 2 )
GO TO 30
33 CONTPIUE
Y = r i ( l , J ) + E S L ( 1 , J i 3 ) + D N * F L O A T ( K - 2 ) * < Y U ( l , J )
1 O S L ( 1 » J , 3 ) )
JFU. t lG . l .AND. < K , E Q , 2 . 0 R , K , E Q . K S » Y = 0 . 5 * < Y U
.)
GO TO 3-v*
34 Y = Y L ( 1 » JS') + D N * F L O A T < K « 2 >
G'J TO 3fl
35 C O N T I J U R
Y 5 Y L ( 1 » J S ) + Y L ( 2 , J ) + D S L ( 2 . J . 3 ) + D N * F L O A T ( K - 2 ) * ( Y U ( 2 . j ) * D S U ( 2 » J » -
1 Y L < 2 . J ) " D S L < 2 , J , 3 ) ) * D O M R * D T * F L N T I T
I F ( ,J. EiG , 1 . A MD . ( K , RQ , 2 , OR . K . EG . KS ) ) Y = Q , 5* ( YL '
1 O i \ l * F L O A T ( K " 2 ) + Y L ( l , JS )+ IJOMR*DT*FUNTIT
GO TO 33
36 C - I N T I I U G
Y - Y L d , JS) + nOMR*DT*FLNTIT +YL ( 2, JS )*ONi
3 8 W M I T E ( 6 , 2 6 7 ) K , Y , P C , R C , U C , V C , E C , T C , H C , X M , C P
2 6 7 F D R M A T ( 2 X , I 2 t 1 0 E 1 3 . 5 )
29? C O . V T I
285 CDNTI
1F( I C . ^ , 3 . A N D , ID.NE.5) GO TO 274
W H I T E ( 6 , 2 8 8 ) I O L 1 0 2 , D R A G U ( I D L 1 0 2 ) , D R A G L < I D L 1 0 2 > , P D A IU( I DL1Q2 ) ,
1 P D A I L ( I D L 1 0 2 ) , P D A K I D L 1 0 2 )
288 F ! J R M A T ( / / / l X , 6 H I D l , 1 0 2 i 4 X » 5 H D R A G U , 8 X , 5 M D R A G L i 8 X » 5 H P D A I I J , 8 X , 5 H p D *
W ^ I T E ( 6 , 2 8 7 )
287 F ; ) R M A T ( / 6 X , 1 H J , 5 X , 3 H D S U , 1 0 X , 3 H D S I / )
DO 266 Js2 ,JSP
K ' : U T E < 6 . 2 8 9 ) J ,DSU( IDL102. -J ,3 ) .DSL( IDU102 ' ,J»3>
289 F O R M A T ( 5X , I2 ,2E13 ,5 )
286 CONTMUE
274 C O i V T l IUb
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 9 9 )
2 9 9 F ' ) R M A T < / / / / )
275 C - 1 N T I - J U 6
273 C'JNTI 1UR
W'U TE ( 6', 3 74 ) SPA I H, SRUA I , S R U V A I ,.SRU2PP
1 . P A M 2 . R U A I 1 . R U V A I 1 , P U 2 P P E , N T
374 F O R M A T ( / / / 1 0 X , 7 M S P A I H =.,E12 . 5 . 3 X , 7HSRUAI a, E12 , 5» 3 X t ' 7 H S R U V A Is,
1 E l2 , i > ,3x ' . 7HSRU2PP= iE l2 .5 / / 10X ,7HPAIH2 = , E12 , 5 , 3X, 7HRUA 11 ='E1<
2 :5X,7 IRUVAn = » E l 2 , 5 « 3 X » 7 H R U 2 p P E = ,Ea2.5 / /10X
W r t I T E ( 6 . 1 7 9 ) PDA Ml), PDA I < 2 ), PA IH (1), PA I H (2 )
276 C INTI IUG
I F U T S R . E O . l . A N U . J T B U G . E Q . l ) GO TO 7|5
JTIME^NTIHE
K T I M E a M T I H E
N T I M E = N T I H E + 1
J F < N T I N E . E Q . N N N > NTIHE=O
MTIHEsMTlME+l - :
IF(MTIMF:.EC,MMM) MTIHE = 0300 C - J N T I J U H
IF(JTIME,NE,ITIMEF) GO TO 333



























































ITAPRG.EO.O) GO TO 452
TE(6,1111). ITAPEO,ITIME,SPAIH,P2<1, Jl,5?) » P 1 < 1 » JJLf2),DSUU, Jl
• : 1 A T ( / / i X » 17H TAPEf l IS WR I TTEKV/ lX , 55H I T A p E O , I T I K-E , SPA I H, P2 (
),'>m.Jl,2>,!OSU<l,Jl,l) •= , / 215,4E15t7/)
TE( I T A P E O ) ISTART,jTlME,IPT,NTIMR,NpT,MTlME,lPHI,IPSi,TIME,U
TE(ITAPEO) SPAIN,SRUAI,SRUVAI,SRU2PP
4 5 7 I D = 1 , I D S
10,?= < I D - D / 2
J 1 ( I i))
J F C I D )
T E ( I T A P E O ) ( ( P 2 < I D , J , K ) , R 2 ( I D , J , K ) , U 2 ( I D , J , K ) , V 2 ( I D , J , K ) ,











L J = ,J1, Jl) ,K = 2 , K S )
CONTHUE
DO 440 1 0 = 3 , 5 , 2
r . ) L i o ^ = < i n - i ) / 2
J1=J I ( ID )
J. '53.JF ( ! ! ) )+!
WfUTE< ITAPEO) ( (DSU( IDL102 , J* K I ), DSL ( IDL102, J,KI
CONTI IUf:
CONTI IUG
\P(IP INO.GQ.O) GO TO 463





W ? I T E ( I P U N G , 1 0 ) S P A I H , S R U A I , S R U V A I , S R U 2 P P
DO 46:1 ID = 1 , - I D S
J1 = JI( 113)
J 2 = J F < 1 0 )
DO 46L1 ) = J1,J2
DO 46 - ; K = 2 , K S
W N I T E ( I RUNG. 10) P2<ID.J*K),R2(ID,J,K),U2CID,J,K
MO) PKID,J,K),RKID,J,K),UI(ID,J,K






C O N T I - J U G
DO 4 5.5 1C = 3, 5, 2
IOL10:»=( in- i) /2
JisJKin)
J-"' = J F ( I O ) + 1
DO 45,5 J = J1,J3
DO 453 KI=1,3 -
4 5 3 W H I T E < I ^ U N C . 1 0 ) DSU( IDL102 ,J ,K ) ,DSL< IDL102 ,J ,K I
C A L L E X I T
333 C O N T M U e
DO 271 I Da i , IDS
J 1 M = J I ( I P > - 1
J ^ P = j r ( l D ) + l
U) 28!) -J = J1M,J2P
I F ( I D . E ' J , 3 . 0 R , I D . E Q , 5 ) GO TO 64
G') TO 63
64 JU1G2=< ID-D/2
010017 DSUC I )L102, J,1)=DSU(IDL102, J',2)
























D a L ( I ) L 1 0 2 , - J , 1 ) = D S L < IDL102 , J',2)
D : J U < I J L 1 C 2 , J * 2 ) = D S U < i n L l 0 2 , J , 3 )
D 3 L < r ) L l G 2 , J . 2 ) = D S L < I D U 0 2 , j ' , 3 )
DJ 29J K = l"
P l ( I D , J , K ) = P 2 <
H l < I D . J * K ) = R 2 (
U K I D . J . K ) = U 2 (
V l ( I D , J . K ) = V 2 (
E l ( I D . J * K ) s E 2 <
C O N T I J U G
C ' J N T r - l U G
C U N T J J U G
iSTARTsl
ITIME = I T I H E + 1
D , J , K >
D / J / K )
D , J . K >
0 f J» K >
0 » J # K )
IPT = 1
1 ^ < i P T . t G . l . A N D . I D A . N e . O ) W R I T E ( 6 , 1 2 5 )
GO TO 100
010107 E.-JD
TM 162 Page Al-19
SUBHG-ITINE ITER1
000002 DIME N S I O N - Rl < 7 ,13,1.3 ), PI ( 7 > 13 ,13 ), Ul ( 7 ,13 ,13 ) ,vi<7.l3,l3>,
1 El<7.l3,i3>,R2<7,13,l3),P2<7,13,l3>,U2(7,:t3,l3>,V2(7jl3fl3>,
2 G2(7,1"M3),




000002 C;)MMC:| H2 , F2,U2,V2,E2
0 0 0 0 0 2 C 'JKMc i / A / G A M M A , G A M L I
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O M M O - l / E I / O ^ R f W a L A D E . N Q N D l M , ITER,PHI
0 0 0 0 0 2 COMIC I /C /DSU,DSL
00000?. COKMC <)/;>/ I D » J » K J » I D S i K
000002 COMMCH/E!/ JI,JF,JS,KS
000002 C'.WMG'-l/F/Yl;, YU
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O M M C I /O/ D ^ ' R D X * I < 2 D X » R D X 2
0 0 0 0 0 2 C . ' l M M O M / H / D N » R D N i R 2 D N f HDN2
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O K H O I / I / D T , R D T , R 2 D T , R D T 2 » D T 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O K M G ' J / J / F S l f E S 2 » C E l , R E 2 * G S , C R f S S t S R , R A D L E l » R A D L E 2 i J C 4
0 0 0 0 0 2 C n K M Q - l / K / 1 S T A R T
0 0 0 0 0 2 C v J K M Q I /L /RI I »UI I, El I, PI I, VI I
0 0 0 0 0 2 . C f lMC-J /M/ X M U , I O E L T A
000002 COM.MGN/:-]/ I T IMEt N N N i N T l M E
OOOQ02 COMHO:-l/n/Ri,Pl,Ul,V:Ufil
0 0 0 0 0 2 C ' J K M O M / 0 / J S M , J S P » K S M , K S P
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O M M C ' I / R / X . Y Y
0 0 0 0 0 2 C ' J M M G I/U/ Y U X L E , Y U X L E
0 0 0 0 0 2 C ; ) M M 0 1 / Z G / COEFTH
0 0 0 0 0 2 C D H - I G N / Z r / I S L L E , ISUTE
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O M M O I/7F/ R L L , U L U , V L L / E L L / R L U , U L U , V L U , E L U » R R L * U R L ' . V R L , E R L * R R U *
1 i J R U , V R U , E R U f R R R » U R R , V R R , E R R
0 0 0 0 0 2 R A D t _ E = f < A D L E l000004 DO 7Q ina'i, ins
000005 IF(ID.EO,!5)
000010 Ii'Li02 = l
000011 IF(ID,GT,4)
000014 IF( ini.102.EOt2) GO TO 13
000016 CKEsCBl
000020 ESS-ES1
000021 GO TO 14
000022 13
000022







000061 T f l M A T A N f Y X N )
000063 Jls-JKIO)
000065 J2=JF(ID)
000066 DO 00 J=J1/J2
000070 X=FLCAT(J-2)*DX
000073 DC) 90 K = 2',KS



























































J . E Q , J S ) , A N D i ( K . E Q . 2 t O R ,
P C = P 1 ( 1 0 , J , K )
UC = U K I ! 5 , J , K )
V C = V K in , J , K )
JF( ( I . i , E C . 3 , O R . I D , E Q . 5 ) , A N D . <
1 K , E G . K S ) ) GO TO 7
GO TO 6
7 IF( I D E L T A . E O . D ^ TQ 8
UCsUl ( I» ) + l ,2 ,K>
V C = V l ( I O + i , 2 , K )
8 CONTHUE-
6 C O N T I N U E
I F ( ( J O . E G . 3 . O R . I D . E Q . 5 . ) . A N D , J . E Q . 2 . A N D . < K I E Q . 2 , O R , K , E O , K S ) )
.1 HO TO "63.
GO TO 64
63 G C = S O R T < U C * U C * V C * V C )
U C = Q C * C O S ( T H M )
V C s Q C * S I \ ( T H H )
64 C Q N T I - J U E
E C = E 1 ( I D , J , K )
T O s p c / R C
H C = E C + T O
KL=Rl ( in , j - l ,K )
PL = P l ( I r>,J- l ,K)





{F( ( D, EC. 3. OR, ID.EQ,5) , AND, J.EQ, J2
1 IDELTA.EQ.O) GO TO 40
GO TO 41
CONTTJUB
IFCK.6Q.2) GO TO 42
tF(K,i:-Q.KS) GO TO 44
in ISLTB.EG.O) GO TO 41
, A N D
.
JF(2*(K-2).LE,(KS-2»
PP = Pl( ID, J-1,KP)
KP=K-1
UP=U1< IH, J-1,KP)
V P = V K 10, J-l,KP)
YL t ICL102, JSM>+nSL-< IDU102, JSHi3)
Y'K ICL102, JSM)-ns i l< I DL102 , JSM, 3 )
YL( ICL102, J S ) * D S L ( IDL102, JS,3)
YM2 = Y - I ( ICL102. J S > - D S U ( IDU02, J S » 3 )
Y1=YL1+FLOAT(K-2)*DN*(YU1-YU1)
44
C A L L F AT ( Y3 , Yl , Y2, PL, PP. HU )
C A L L F A T ( Y3 . Y l , Y 2 , R L , R P , R U >
C A L L F A T C Y 3 , Y 1 , Y 2 , U U U P , U L > „
CALL P A T ( Y 3 , Y 1 , Y 2 , V U , V P , V L )
HL = Q A - 1 M A / G A M L l * P L / R U * n . 5 * < U L * I J L * V L * V L " O M R ( I D L l 0 2 > * * 2 )
GU TO 47
C O N T I N U E -



























































V P s V K ID, J-1,2)
GO TO 4;?
42 R P = R 1 ( I D , J - 1 , K S )
P P = P 1 ( I D , J - 1 , K S >
UP = UK ID, J-1,KS>
V P = V K i n , J - I , K S >
4 3 C O N T I N U E





1F« n,F5C.3.0R. ID.EG.5) , AND . J . EQ . 2 . AND . ( K .EQ , 2 , OR . K , EQ . KS ) , AND,







IF( ( 11], EC. 3. OR. ID.EQiS) , AND. J.EQ.2. AND. (K ,EQ , 2 , OR . K , EO , KS ) )
1 GC TO 30
GO TO 31
30 CONTINUE
I F(K. EG,2) GO TO 32
RP=R1<IP,J+1,2)
PP = PKin, j+1,2)
UP = UK I?), J+1,2)
VP = VKID,j+l.,2>
G D T O 3 3 ' '
32 RPsRK II), J + 1,KS)
PP = PK in, J+1,KS)
UPS UK in, J+ I ,KS> •
v p = v i < i n , J + I , K S >
33 C'JNTPII.'E






P J = f ? C * V C * V C / R A D L E
P ^ = P C * P N * D X • . -
62
HR>
V R = 2 , Q * V C
'Ll*0 , 5 * ( U R * U R * V R * V R - O M R (
I F ( I C E L T A . ' E Q . I ) GO TQ 23
IF( ( P ) , E C . 2 . O R . I D . E Q . 5 ) ,AND.:j .EQ. JS, A N D . K .EQ, 3 ) - Q O To 22
tiU TC 23
22 RM=RK m+i,2,K-i)
PnspKiO+i ,2 ,K- l )
U<*=UK in+1., 2 /K- l )
V H s V l ( in* l ,2,K-»l) - " •
EOsE l ( i n+ i ,2 ,K - l )
.. GO TO 24


























































23 C O N T I N U E
R3=R1( in, J,K-1)







IF( I D E L T A . EG. 1) GO TO 27





V T = V K irui,2
ET = EK in + it 2.K + 1
GO TO 2'J
27 C O N T I N U E
RT=.RK 10, J.K + D





T T = P T / R T
H T = E T > T T
1 F ( ( I : ) , E C . 3 , O R . I D . , E Q , 5 ) , A N D . <
cn TC 20
21 CONTP-JUB
R L L ( I ' U l C 2 f K ) = R L
ULL( P ) L 1 C 2 / K ) = U L
V L L ( I r ) L 1 0 2 , K ) = V L
ELL( IML102,K)=Et
20 C O N T I N U E
JF( ( 1 - D . E C . 3 . 0 R . I D . E Q . 5 ) . A N D . J . E 0 . 2 ) GO TO 91
GO TC 93
91 R R R ( i ; ) L l G 2 , K ) = H R
U R R ( IMLlC2f K )=UR .
V ^ R C HL1C2 ,K>=VR
E R R < I - ) L l C 2 > K ) = E R
92 C O N T I N U E
JF( ( i - ) . E C . 3 , O R . ID.EQ.5) , AMD . 0 • EO . 2 . AND . (K , EO , 2 , OR . K . EQ . KS ) ) G Q T C
GO TO 11
10 CONTINUE -
Q:-3 = 3C:n (UR*U3*VB*VB)
THB = T : I M ^ A T A N ( Y U X L E ( IDU102»*ATAN(VB/UB )
UrJ = O B * C O S ( T H B )
12 OTsSC'1T<




JF(CQSFtH.EO.O.O) GO TO 121
JFCID.Me.S.AND.in.NE.S) GO TO 121
in J, JE.2..AND.J.NFI. v'S ) GO. TO 121














































































































































































































( R 4 *
( R i? *






































































































L*EL + RT»ET- + RB*EB>
L*UU+RT*UT+RB*UB)























































































































































































EfJ3P = £E:U-CT02*(Cl*FF3X + C2*GG3N)-










I F(,J, EG, 2) GO TO 85
DSUCs'lS-'H IDL102, J, 3)
DSLC= )SL( IEU02, J, 2)
D">XII= <n-SU( IHL102* J + 1,2)*-DSU( I DL102, J-l, 2 ) ) *R2DX
DaXL3(CrtL( IHL102, J + l,2)rDSL( IDL102, J^1,-2»*R2DX
DSTL=(D^LC-nSU( I DUOS, J,l> )*RDT.
D3TUs(DSUC-nSU<IDLl02i'J.l»*RDT
YTsYY*( -DS1U)+(1.0-YY)*(DSTL)
IFCJ.EC, JS, AND, IDELTA.EQ.O.AND. ( ISLTE.EO.i ))GO TO 33
YXsYY*«YlK IDL10.2, J*1)-YU< IPL102* J-l) ) *R2DX'DSXU ) + ( 1 , 0-YY ) *




Y;I = YU( I')L1C2, J)-DSUC-YL( IDL1C2, J)-DSLC
GO TC 86 •
85 YTsij.rj
Y U = YU(I!.)L1.C2,2)-YU(IDLl02,-2> - .
Y:JX = Y!JXUE( I 01.102 )*CE(=/ESS
YLXsYLXL!E(IDL102)*CEE/ESS




EElP = GElA«CT02*(Ci*FFlX + {CQ*GGlN-.<Cl*YX*FFlN + YT*EEiK))/YN)
EB2P = L:E3A-DT02*(Ci*FF2X*(CQ*GG2N-(Cl*YX*FF2N + YT*EF?N) )/YN)
te3P = EE.:?A^CT02*(Cl*FF3X+(CQ*GG3N-(Cl*YX*frF3N^vT*EF3N))/YN)












VLHID'. j.K) = VP
EL?(1D.J,K)=EP












TM 162 Page Al-26
S U B R O U T I N E 1 T E R 2
0 0 0 0 0 2 D I M E N S I O N R l < 7 , 1 3 , 1 3 ) , P 1 ( 7 , 1 3 , 1 3 ) , U 1 < 7 , 1 3 , 1 3 ) , V I ( 7 , 1 3 , 1 3 ) ,
1 E l < 7 , l 3 , i 3 ) , R 2 < 7 , l 3 , l 3 ) , P 2 ( 7 , 1 3 , l 3 ) , U 2 < 7 , 1 3 , i 3 ) , V 2 < 7 « l 3 , l 3 ) ,
2 E 2 { 7 , 1 3 , 1 3 > , R J L < 1 3 > , P J L < 1 3 ) , U J L < 1 3 ) , V J L < 1 3 > , E J L < 1 3 > »
3 n s u < ? , l 3 ' , 3 ) , U S L ( 2 , 1 3 , 3 ) , Y U ( 2 , 1 3 ) , Y L < 2 , l 3 ) » - J I ( 7 ) , j p (7 )
4 , Y U X L & < 2 ) , Y L X L E < 2 ) , O M R ( 2 )
9 ,RLL(2 ,13 ) ,ULL<2 ,13 ) ,VLL(2 ,13 ) ,E IL<2 .»13)
9 , R R R ( 2 , 1 3 ) , C I R R ( 2 , 1 3 ) , V R R < 2 , 1 3 ) , E R R < 2 » 1 3 )
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O K M C J R 2 ' , P 2 , U 2 , V 2 , E 2
0 0 0 0 0 2 COK'IG ) / A / G A M M A , G A M | _ l
0 0 0 0 0 2 COM 1C V. f ) /OfR,WBLADE,,NONDlM> ITCR,PHI.
0 0 0 0 0 2 C < ) K f 1 0 J / n / P S U , D S L
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O f M Q I/H/ i n , J » K J » I D S i K
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O M . I G I /E/
 V I , JF , JS ,KS
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O K M C 1 / P / Y U , Y L
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O M M C T J / 0 / D X > R D X » R 2 D X » R D X 2
0 0 0 0 0 2 CUHMG"I /H/ !U , RDN, R2DN, RDN2
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O H M O ' J / I / n T , R D T , R ^ D T , R D T 2 / D T 0 2
000002 COM MO "I/ .J/eSl*ES2*CEl,GE2»CS»-CR»SS»-SR,RADLEl»RADlfE2',C4
000002 COI"MO'J/K/ I START0 0 0 0 0 2 comic ) / L / f ? i i , u n , E i i , P i i , v i i
0 0 0 0 0 2 CJMMC I/M/ XMlMDFLTA
0 0 0 0 0 2 CQKMG'VV IT IME,N I - JN ,NT IME
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O M M G l/P/Rl.PI,Ul,V1,E1
0 0 0 0 0 2 COy .MD-1 /Q /JSH, J S P ^ K S M » K S P
0 0 0 0 0 2 C Q M M O J / R / X . Y Y
0 0 0 0 0 2 coMf io -1 /u / Y U X L E , Y U X L E
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O H M O - I / Z G / COEFTH
0 0 0 0 0 2 C O M M O M / Z C / I S L L E . . ISLTE
0 0 0 0 0 2 COHMC i /ZF/ RLL, ULL» VLL» 'ELL» RLU, ULU, VLU,ELU« RRU»URt, V R L , ERL»RRU,
1 i J R l J , V K i J , E R l J , R R R , U R R , V R R / E R R
0 0 0 0 0 2 Z a P H J / 3 , 0
0 0 0 0 0 4 R A D L E = R A C L E 1
0 0 0 0 0 6 D O 1 7 0 1 D = 1 « I D S
0 0 0 0 0 7 J F U C . E f J . 5 ) RADl.E = RADLE2
000012 ii)L102sl
000013 ircic.GT.4) IDLins=2






000027 14 CONTI IUH
000027 YXMBC.5* (YUXLE(IDL102)+YLXUE(IDL102))
000033 TH K = A T A M ( Y X H )
0°0035 YXN50i5*((YL< IDU02f JS) *DSL( 1DL102/ JS , 3 ) *YU ( IPU1Q?'. JS )-OSIK IDL1
1 -IS , 3 ) -1, 0 ) - ( YL (I HL102 , JSM ) *DRL ( I DL1Q2 , JSM , 3 ) *YU ( I DU102 , JSM ) -
2 I)SU( I[:L302.JSM,3)-1,0))*RDX»ESS/CEE
000063 T H N a A T A M i Y X N )
OOOQ65 . J1=JI(IU)
000067 J2=JF(HU
000070 DJ ISO J=J1,J2
000072 X.-.FLOAT<J«2)*DX
000075 DO 190 K=2,KS
000077 VY=FL;UT(K-2)*DN
TM 162 Page Al-27 -
000102 JF( ISTART.EO.O) GO TO 76
000103 R0 = ,li ( ID, J,K)
000111 RL = R1(10,J-1.K)
000115 RR=R1<in,J+1,K)
000121 UCsi.JK ID, J,K)
000125 VC = VK ID, J,K>
000131 IF« IO.EC.3 ,OR. 1D.EQ.5) ,AND, ( J , EQ,JS),AND,<K,EG,2,OR,
1 K tEC,KS) ) GO TO 7
000153 G.'J TO 6
000154 7 {FUDELTA.EO.l) GO TQ 8
000156 UO=U1(m + l,2,K)
000162 Vi: = VK UUi,2,K)
000165 8 CINTHUB
000165 6 CJNTI'IUB'
000165 I'ri ( in. RC. 3, OR, ID. EG. 5, ) ,AND, J. EG.2.AND, (K,EQ.2,OR,K,GQ,KS) >
1 5C T:) 63
000210 G1 To 64
000211 63 QiJ = SQin(un*UC + V C * V C >
000216 Uf: = O C * C O S ( T M M )
000221 V i3 = 3 C * S l N ( 7 H M )
0 0 0 2 2 4 64 C ) N T M U E
0 0 0 2 2 4 E O = E 1 ( I H , J , K )
0 0 0 2 3 2 U1=U1(in, j+ l ,K)
0 0 0 2 3 6 V.-^sVK 10, j+l,K)
0 0 0 2 4 2 E^sEK I !J, J+1,K)
0 0 0 2 4 6 UL=iU( ID,J-1 ,K)
0 0 0 2 5 2 VL = V K I U f j- l .K)
0 0 0 2 5 6 tL=EKID,J-1 ,K)
000262 - IF« r ) .EC . ' 3 ,o rMD,EQ.5 ) ,AND,< J . E Q . J S ) ) GO TO 2i
0 0 0 2 7 5 G .) TO 29
0 0 0 2 7 6 21 C ' J N T I IUB
0 0 0 2 7 6 RL = R L L ( i c i _ i o 2 , K )
0 0 0 3 0 1 UL=ULL'( i c i i o 2 * K )
0 0 0 3 0 3 VL = V ' L L < ICI 102,K)
0 0 0 3 0 5 E i . sELL< lCH02 ,K )
0 0 0 3 0 7 25 C = ) N T J JUE
0 0 0 3 0 7 Jp( { i - ) , F : C . 3 . 0 R . i n , E Q , 5 ) . AND , J .EQ . 2, A N D . ( K . EQ , 2 , OR , K , EQ , KS ) )
1 :5C Til ()1
000331 G..) TO 92
0 0 0 3 3 2 91 C J N T I IUB
0 0 0 3 3 2 R'< = HR'-M I 01.102, K)
000335 U'-^ = UR-!{ IDJ 102,K)
0 0 0 3 3 7 V.-1 = VK 'K ICLl '02,K)
000341 E^BRK IDL102,K)
0 0 0 3 4 3 92 C ' J N T I JUT:
000343 |F(IDE:LTA.E0.1) GO TQ 23
000345 iF«r).ec.3.0R.ID,EQ.5),AND.J.EQ.JS.AWDtK.EO, 3> QC TO 22
000363 GO TO 23
000363 22 Rfl = Rl< in + i ,2»K- l )
0 0 0 3 6 7 P - J S P I ( I!) + 1,2,K-1)
0 0 0 3 7 2 U-' = U1 ( IO + j . ,2,K-l)
000375 \H = VK Ii)+i,2,K-l) ,;
0 0 0 4 0 0 E'JsEK H) + 1,2,K-1)
000403 G.) TO 24
000404 23 CONTINUE
000404 R:3 = l« (IM, J,K-1J
000412 U^=U1(in,J,K-1)




























































E:) = E1( ID, J,K-1)
2 4 C O N T I - J U G
JF( I C E L T A . - E Q . l ) GO TQ 27
JFC < p } , e c . 3 , O R . i n , E Q , 5 ) , A N D . J . E Q . J S , A U D . K . E Q , K S M ) (
GO TO 27




( 10*1 , 2 » K * D
GO TO 2^
27 C O N T I N U E
28 COM HUB
| F < ( I D , E C . 3 . O R . I D . E 0 . 5 ) , A N D . j . E Q . 2 . A N D . < K . E O , 2 , O R . K • E O . K S )
GO TO 11
10 COM HUE
T i l B - T O P - v A T A N C Y U X U f r H IDU102) ) + A T A N ( VB/UB )
LM = ; J B ^ C O S ( T H B )
VO = n B - * S l N ( T H B )
CT = S G ! ! T < U T * U T * V T * V T >
T.«T'»TiIM''ATAN(YLXLE( IDL102) >+ATAN( VT/UT)
U T s r j T * C O S ( T H T )
VTsQT*SlN(THT)
CONTI -JU6
JFCCO^FTH.EO.O.O) GO TO 121
iF(ID.NE,3.AND.ID.NE,5) GO TO 121
JF(J,;JE,2.AND,J.NE.JS> GO TO 121
JF<K,<;T,3.AMD,K.LT.KSM) GO TO 121
THC=ATAN(VC/UC)





IF(K.(rQ,3) GO TO 121
122
T H T s ( i , 0 . c C E F T H ) * A T A N ( V T / U T ) - + COEFTH*THC
UT = O T - . C O S ( T M T )
V T s O T ^ S l N ( T H T )
121 C O N T I JUB
C = r ? C * E C
i = : ? . 3 5 * ( R L * R R + RT + R8)
i = ' l ,25*<RL*EL*»R*ER*RB*EB,+ R T * E T )
1 = . ) ,35* ( . r ?L*UL*«R*UR*RB*UR + R T * U T )
E E 4 A = . | , 2 5 * ( i ? L * V U * R R * V R + R B * V B * R T * V T )
t C i n s G E l A ^ E E l C
E e 2 U = S E a A - E E 2 C
l = 2E."?A-El=3C


























































76 CONTMUE . Page Al-29
R3=H2< ID,J,K)
PC = ^2( ID,J,K>
OC=U2(JD,J,K)
VC = V2( in,J,K)
JF(M ).EQ.3.0R,ID.EQ.5) ,AMD,(
1 K,EG.KS» GO TO 3 .
GO TO 2
3 IF( IDblTA.EQ.l) GO TO 4














}F( ISTART.'EQ.O) GO TO 222

















1 IDELTA.EG.O) GO TO 31
GO TO 32
31 CONTINUE
1F(K.F.-Q,2) GO TO 36 . :
JFIK.CQ.KS) GO TO 33
















, L E , < K S - 2 » KP-K-1
( K )
L( IDL102, J S M ) + D S 5 U < I DL102 , JSH, 3 )
YU1 = Y!K ICL102, JSM)-DSl.«.( I DL102 > JSM, 3 )
Y L 2 = Y t ( I C L 1 0 2 , J S ) * D S L < I D U 1 0 2 , J S , 3 >
Y J 2 a Y i J C l C L 1 0 2 , JS) -DS|J ( IDL102, J S , 3 >
Y 1 = Y L 1 + F L O A T ( K - 2 ) * D N * ( Y U 1 - Y U 1 )







































































V P = V J L < 3 )
34 CON'THUG
C A L L A V E R A G < R L . P L > i J L ' V L » R p > p p , u p , v p , R L * P L > ' J L ' V L » H L >
37 C O N T I JUH
TL=PL /RL
EL= ' IL -TL
32 CrJNTl'-JUl:
IF« n.EG.3.0R.IDiE0.5).AND,-J.EQ.2.AND.(K.EQ,2,OR.K,EQ.KS),AND1





ER = E2(II),J + 1,K)
T^=PR/RR
JF<CD,EC.3.OR,ID.EQ.S),AND,J.EQ.2.AND.(K,EO,2,OR.«,EQ,KS))
l no TO .41
GO TO 42
41 CONT1 JUE
IF(K.PG.KS) GO TO 43
RP=R2<in,j4i,KS)
PP=P2(10,J41,KS)




PP = P2( I!),J + 1,2)
UP = U2(H),J
44 C ON T I JUE









































































IF( ( I!). EC. 3, OR. ID.EQ.5) .AND.J.EQ. JS. AN'D.K.EG, 3) GC TO 48
GJ TO 4-J
R:l = f?2U')+i»2,K-l)
P'J = P2( Ii» + i.,2,K-JL)
GO TO 136
49 C-JNTMUE
IF(K,EC.2) GO TO 135
GO TO 136
135 COMPIUB
R : 3 s R 2 < ID, J,K-1)
P y = f ' 2 ( in, J>K-1)
U O = U 2 < ID, J,K-1)
V R = V 2 ( ID, J,K-1>
£ri = R2( in, J,K-1)
136 CONTMUE
T H = P B / R H
Hrt = EB*TE!
IF(U-).EG.3.0R. in.EQ,5),AND..J.EQ. JS.AND.K.EQ.KSM) GO TO 51
GO TO 53
51 RT = H2( H) + 1,2,K*1)
VT = \/2( HU1,2,K*1)
ET = E2(n)*l*2»K + l)
GO JO 53
52 CONT1UUE








1F( ( D.EC.3.0R. ID.E0.5) , AND. J .EQ . 2. AND. (K , EO , 2 , OR . K . EQ . KS ) )GQTC
GO TO 17
16 CONTINUE
0 J = SCc?T(l'P*UQ + V8*VB)
T H B a T - « h i A T A N ( Y U X L E ( I D L 1 0 2 ) ) * A T A N ( V B / U B )
U 3 s U 6 * C O S ( T H B >
Vi) = Q E * S l N ( T H B )
18 QT = 3C i n(L l T*UT + V T * V T )
THT = T I K - A T A M ( Y L X L E < I D U 1 0 2 » * A T A N ( V T / U T )
UT = ( J T * C O S ( T H T )
VT = U T * S - I M T H T > '
17 CUNT I -IUG



























































IF(COEFTH.EQ.O.O) GO TO 123
1F( ID.iVE.o.AND. ID.NE.5) GO TO 123
IF( J,'IE,2.AND.,J.NE. JS) GO TO 123
IF<K,:JT.3.A.ND,K.LT,KSM) GO TC 123
MC*ATAN(VC/UC)


















61.54 :-!s<RT*VT*VT-R8*VR*VB + PT-PB)*R2DN
GO TO (201,202,203,204,205,206,207) ID





















210 ES1P = '.:E.1C-CT *(C1*(1,0-X)*FF1X + C2*GG1N
EE2P = ^E';?C.-'CT *(Cl*(l,0-X)*FF2X + C2*GG2N
Ec3!»sEE-:iC-CT *(C1*(1,0-X)*FF3X*C2*GG3N







211 Ef=lPsEEic-CT *(C1 + X*FF1X*C2*GG1N)+Z*EE1D
EE2PsflE2C^DT *(C1 + X + FF2X + C2*GG2N)+Z*EE





212 EElPrfrElC-DT *(C1*FF1X + C2*GG1N)+Z*EE1D
EE2P = EEJJC«DT * (Cl*FF2X + C2*GG2N ) +Z*ER2D



































































{F(J, PC, 2) GO TO 95
DSUC = MS!J< ICL102, J,3)
DSLC=-)SL(ICL102.J,3)
DSX'Js<DSU< inL102, J+l,3)-nSU< I DU02 > J- 1 , 3)) *R20X
USXLs(DSL( IPL102, J + i,3)-DSL( I DL1C2 , J-l , 3 ) )-»R2DX
DST-.J=(D3UC-0.5*(DSU(IDLl02, J,1)+DSU( IDL102* J,2» >*RDT
DSTL=<USLC-0.5*(.DSLC I DU102, J, 1 ) +DSl< I DL102, J, 2 > ) ) *RCT
YT=YY*(nCSTU)+(1.0-YY)*(DSTL>
iru.sQ.js.AND. IDELTA.EO,O.AND. USLTE.EQ,! )>GO TO 83
YX = YY*( (YU( IDH02, J*i)-YU( IDL102, J-i) ) *R2DX-QSXU ) * { 1 , 0 -YY ) *
1 ((YL(H)L1-C2,J + 1)-YU(IDL102,J-1))*R2DX + DSXL)
GO TO 64





Y^J = YU( IDLTC2,2)-YL( IDL102/2)
YUX = Y- I X L E ( IDL102)*CEr:/ESS
Yl.X.xYLXLE( IDL102)*CEE/ESS
Y:< = YY^YJX+(1.0-YY)*YLX-




pLiori — ccor — PT A'^p'i^C'r^YAfprn^^pOM— fri-i*w*c"r'5MAvT*FcrtK^> /v/M>^,7*ci'Cn<i!J— tC^-U^L ' w * l / j L w r r ^ - " * * v / W H « < - l ' » v - l - ' A w r r < - l v ' * ' lwC.fcpl\///T|V/*i'rtt
EE3P = I=E3C-DT *(Cl*Fr3X + <CQ*GG3N-(Cl*YX*FF3N + YT*EF3N:))/YN)+Z*Et










IF( < in. EC. 3. OR. ID.EQ.5) , AND , J . EQ . JS ) GO TO 15
RJL(K)=H2( JD, J,K)
PJL(K)=P2( ID, J,K)
UJL(K)=U2( ID, Jt K)































»2( ID, J,K). = RP











C O N T I IUB
C O N T I M U B
RETUR: !
END
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S : J B R C < J T i N E H O B D R Y ( I A R C )
0 0 0 0 0 3 D I M E N S I O N R 2 < 7 , 1 3 , 1 3 ) , P 2 ( 7 , 1 3 , 1 3 ) , U 2 ( 7 . 1 3 , 1 3 ) , V 2 ( 7 , 1 3 , 1 3 ) ,
2 E 2 < 7 . l 3 , i 3 ) ,
3 O S U < 2 i 1 3 . 3 > » D S L < 2 , 1 3 , 3 ) , Y U < 2 » 1 3 ) , Y L < 2 . 1 3 ) » J I < 7 ) » J F < 7 >













9 , 1 X < « > ) , IT (9, 2)
000003 . COK.10'1 R2'.P2.U2,V2»E2
000003 ' C!)M--10'J/A/GAHMA,fiAMLl
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M O i / a / f W R , N B L A D E , N O N D l M , J T E R , P H I
0 0 0 0 0 3 COMMG' l / i i l / IRLEQ
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M O - l / f J 2 / I DEBUG
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M G ) /C /nSU,DSL
0 0 0 0 0 3 C - ' J K M C - I / D / I D * J / K J , I D S » K
O O Q Q 0 3 C O K M C M / B / v j I , J F , J S , K S
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M O J / F / Y U i Y L
0 0 0 0 0 3 C J H - I C I /O/ L X , R D X , R 2 D X , R D X 2
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O H M O 1 /M/1JN.RDN,R2DN,RDN2
0 0 0 0 0 3 C Q M M O ' - l / I / n T » R l ) T f R 2 D T , R D T 2 » D T 0 2
000003 C')MMO''J/J/FSl»ES2,CEl,CE2»CS»CR*SS*SR,RADUElf RADLE2',C4
000003 CONMC I/K/ ISTART
000003 COMMCM/M/ XMU,IDELTA
000003 C-')NMQ'"l/fV I T I ME. NNN, N'T I ME
000003 COMMQ'J/Nl/ MMM,MTIHE
000003 CUMMC-J/M2/ NOBLi MOBL, I T IHE I
000003 COMMON/'^/ I PHI,I PS I
OOOQ03 COHMO J/0/ PDA I,PDA IU,PDA IU
0 0 0 0 0 3 COMMC. I /P l / P 3 , R 3 , U 3 , V 3 * P 4 , R 4 , U 4 , V 4 , P E , R 5 , U 5 , V 5 > P M , R K , U M ' . V M
0 0 0 0 0 3 C ( J M M O - I / P 2 / P32 , R32 , U32 > V32, P|-!2, PH2/ UH2, VH2
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O K M O - J / P 3 / P3S,R3S,U3S, V 3 S , P H S , R M S , U H S , V M S
0 0 0 0 0 3 C U K M O ' J / n / J S H , JSP ,KSM,KSP
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O K t l O M / T / i . E L A O E
0 0 0 0 0 3 COHMC I/U/ Y U X L E i Y L X L E
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M O M / V / j V
0 0 0 0 0 3 COKMO J / W / Y 5 » X 5 » X 0 3
0 0 0 0 0 3 COHMO l / X / f ? f \ , K A Y
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O K M G ' J / Y / CSU1/DSL1
0 0 0 0 0 3 COiV1C" ' l /Z / ! . )RAGU,DRAGL
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M C V Z A / REYCR
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O K H t r i / Z C / I S L L E j ISLTE
0 0 0 0 0 3 I G E ( l P S ) = i M ( 1 0 0 0 . 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 * F L O A T { ( H O B L - N O B U ) * I P S ) / F L O A T (
1 1000
000017 IDEL( IPS) = -( {HORl.-NOBL)*IPS-IGE< IPS )*HOBL )*HMH/NOBL
000033 IFE< If'H)= [N.T(iOflO,0 + FLOAT«l-1CRL-NOBl. )*IPH)/FLOAT(MOEL)
000046 Ii.)EM( IPH) = -(-(MOBU-NORU>*IPH+IFE( I PH ) *NOBL >
000062 IF-<ITEK,E0.2> GO TO 83



































































IT = FLOAT(NTIME)-f) ,5*FUOAT(2-ITER)
IT = FLOA.T(MTIME)-0,5*FUOAT(2-ITER)
Cl AA COMPUTE V E R T I C A L BOUNDARIES (4,JS,K), (5,1,K)
IFdBLEO.FC.O) GO TO 1117
IF(MQ-?L.EQ.NOBL) GO TO 1007








I X ( l ) a l T I M E - M M M
I X ( 2 } s I T I HE - ( HMH- ( NMN-MMH ) )
1006
I X < 4 ) = I T I M E - I D E L T 1
I X < 5 ) 3 i T j M E - i n E L T 2
I X ( f t ) = I T l M E - I D E L T 3




IF( ( IXC I )+NNN) ,EQ, I TIME) IX < I ) = I T 1 H E
ICQUNTsQ
1005 1 S A y £ 3
DO mo 1=1,9
iniXd),GE,ISAVE) GO TO 1110
I T X = I
I S A V E a J X t I )
1110 CONTHUG
l T ( , J , l ) s I S A V E
J T ( J , J ) 3 J T X
IF(J.LT.9) GO TO 1005
IF( ITEK.EO.l) ITAPE = 1
IF( [TrjR.EQ.?) ITAPE=2
i F A P E X s l T A P E
1 I I « 1
130 1114 JJ = 1,9
U=IT(JJ,1)
I2=IT<JJ,2)
IF( II.EO,ITIME) GO TQ 1020
IFU.EQ.i) 00 TO 1111
IF( II, EH,IT(JJ-1,1))
1111 CONTI JUE
IF( II.GT,ITIMEI) GO TO 1116


















































































•I,IT.Ill) GO TO 1113
































































































( I 2 , K










































'51 K = 2,KS
=P2(4,JV,K)
U4(I2,K)=U2(4,JV,K)













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IDFBUG.UT.10) WRITE(6,l90) I T I ME , I T I MEP, 1 1 , I
M












IDELTA.EQ.O) GO TO 250 •
612
































































IF( IPLEQ.EC.O) GO TO-1010
IKP = 0
K F J = 2
81 KFL=KS
JF< IKP.EG.2) KFI=3
DO 94 K = K F I , K F L
K K = l K P * ( R S - 2 ) f K
Y 5 ( K K ) = Y L l C * D N * F L O A T ( K - 2 > * E S 2 / E S l * D O M R * D T * F U M T I T + F L O A T < I P S I + I K P
1 * E S 2 / E S l * { Y U 2 C " Y L 2 C )
X 5 ( 1 , K K ) = P 5 ( 7 + I K P , K )
X 5 ( 2 * K K ) = R 5 ( 7 * I K P , K )
X 5 C 5 , K K ) = U 5 < 7 « - I K P , K) .
X 5 ( 4 , K K ) s V 5 < 7 * I K P , K )
94 C O M I J U E
K S S : = 2 * ( K S ' 2 ) + K S
. J K P = I K P * 1











1011 C O N T I N U E
DO 615 K = 2 , K S
V 4 = Y L 1 C 4 D N * F L O A T ( K - 2 )
IF( J P L E O . N E i O ) GO TO j.0l2 •
I F ( Y 4 , L T . Y 5 ( 2 ) )
1 F C Y 4 , G T . Y 5 ( K S )
1012 C O N T I N U E
DO 620 K K = 2 , K S S
I F ( Y R . L T , Y R 2
6 2 0 C O N T I - - I U E
M A R K = 1
GO TO 120
622 CONTINUE
DO 62CJ 1 = 1,4
, A N D , Y R , G E . Y R 1 ) GO TO 622
























































x n = * < • > ( I , K K )
X'12 = XS< ! , K K + 1 >
C A L L F A T ( Y R , Y R l , Y R 2 , X n i * X Q 2 / X O A >
6 2 5 X ' J 3 ( I ) = X C A
P 2 ( 4 , . ) S , K ) = X Q 3 ( 1 )
R 2 C 4 , I S . K > = X Q 3 ( 2 )
U 2 ( 4 . 1 S . K ) = X Q 3 ( 3 ) '
V 2 ( 4 , ! S , K > = X Q 3 ( 4 ) f D O H R
6 1 5 E 2 < 4 , J S . K ) s X Q 3 ( l ) / X Q 3 ( 2 ) / f i A M H * 0 . 5 * ( X Q 3 ( 3 ) '
1 O K H ( l ) * * 2 )
IF( I B L E O . E Q . O ) GO TO 1013
J K P s o
K F ! = 2
85
; 4 ) + D O M R > * * 2 -
I F ( I K P . E G . 2 ) KFI=3
I F ( I K P . G C . O ) KFL=KSM
DO 91 K = K F I , K F L
K K = IKP* < K S - 2 ) * K
V 5 ( K K ) = Y L l C - t - D N * F L O A T ( K -
X 3 ( l , K K ) s P 4 ( 4 + I K P , K )
X 5 ( 2 f K K ) = R 4 ( 4 * I K P i K )
X 5 ( 3 , K K ) = U 4 ( 4 + I K P » K )
X 5 < 4 , K K ) r V 4 ( 4 + l K P j K )
91 COM I IUE
KI 1=2
K 3 S = 2 * ( K S - 2 ) + K S
I K p s j K P + l
JF( I K ° , L T . 3 ) GO TO 85
GO TO 1014
F.LOAT( I PHI * I KP-i > * <
DO 640 K=i,KSP
Y5(K)=YLir ' *D
1F(K,CG,1 ) GO TO 311











311 X 5 ( l , K ) = p 2 < 4 , J V , K S M >
X 5 ( 2 , K ) a R ? ( 4 , J V . K S M )
X 3 ( 3 t K ) s t ' 2 < 4 , J V i K S M )
X 5 ( 4 , K ) = V 2 ( 4 , j V
• 640 C O N T I ' - J U E
K l la l






























IF<JELEO.WE.O) GO TO I0l5
IF( Y4,LT.Y5<2) ) Y4 = Y4*
IF( Y4,GT.Y5(KS» Y4 = Y4-
1015 CONTI IDE




•AHD.YP.GE.YRl ) GO TO 628I F ( Y R . L . T . Y R 2
627 COM HUE





















































COMPUTE V E R T I C A L BOUNDARIES <<J,JS,K), (5,1, K) -
COMPUTE TEMPORARY VERTICAL BOUNDARIES (3»JSP,K),
lF(lTlME«NE.NNM.OR«,lbEUTA,EQ.p) GQ TO 399




DO 509 K s ? , K S
DO 51 f] J s 3 » J S
Y 5 ( J ) s C 4 * F L O A T ( J - 2 ) / r U O A T ( J S » 2 >
X 5 ( i , J ) = F 2 ( 4 , J , K )
X 3 ( 2 , J ) 3 R 2 ( 4 , J , K )
X 5 ( 3 , J ) = U 2 ( 4 , J , K )
X 5 ( 4 f I ) = V 2 ( 4 , J , K )
C O N T I N U E
DO 520 -JJ = 3 ,JSH
J = JSM-.J,l + 3
X 4 J P = Y 5 ( J * 1 )
X 4 J = Y 5 ( J )
1 F ( X R . L T , X 4 J P , A N D , X R , G E , X 4 J ' ) GO TO 522
C O N T I N U E
M A R K = 3
GO TO 120
X H 1 3 X 4 J
X f ? 2 = X 4 J P
DO 523 1=1 ,4
X 0 1 = X 5 ( I , J )
X 0 2 = X H ( I , J + l )
C A L L F ' A T ( X R , X R 1 , X R 2 , X Q 1 , X Q 2 , X Y Z )
X ; 3 3 < I ) = X Y Z
C O N T HUE
P 2 ( 3 , . ISP ,K )=XQ3(1 )
JSPiK)




























































V2<3, JSP, K)=X 03(4)
E^<^, JSP,K)=XQ3(1)/XQ3(2)/GAHU1*0.5*(XQ3(3)**2*XQ3(4)*
1 1KK( ICL102)**2)
• iiu5 v< u n 7 i • « U L
<, 4 ^ n N' T T ' 1 1 ! "
IF(ITIME»NE.NNN,OR.IDELTA.EQ.O) GO TO .65
IFUA-JC.LE.l) GO TO 62
65 CUNTMUE?
DO 60S K=?,KS .







IF( ISLTE.PC.O) GO TO 526
DO 5l'.» !C = 3i5,2 .. _.. . ...
IF (ITlME.NE.NNN.OR.IOELTA.EQtO) GO TO 541
"JF« I--i.EC.-3. AND. lABC.GEiS) .OR, ( I D . (ED . 5 . AND » UBC.UE.l) )
541 CONTI - J U E




YiJlC = YU( 1PL102, JS)
DO t?27 K = 2/KSP
Y5(K)3YUlC'+DN*FLOAT(l<-2)
IF(K,EC,KSF) f'O TO 528
X5(l,K)ap?( ID, JSP,K)




526 X5(lf K)=F2(IDf JSP,3)
X5(2,K)=R2( ID, JSP, 3)
X5C3,K)5t2< ID, JSP, 3)
X5(4,K)=V2< ID, JSP, 3)
527 CUNTI'IUE
TYsYUlP-»YLlP




DO 53n K K = 2 » K S
YH = Y4
YRl = Yi;i(KK)
YR2 = Y5(KK + D
IF(YR.LT.YR2. AND. YR ,GE . YR1 ) ,QO TO 531
530 CONTINUE
M A R K = 4






















































































W R I T E C
F O R r l A T


















J F ( ( I A















I F C I D .






F A t < Y R , Y R l , Y R 2 f X t l l .X f l 2 ,XQA)
= X C A
. J S F ' . K > = X Q 3 ( 1 )
. J S F . K > = X Q 3 < 2 )
. J S P . K > = X Q 3 ( 3 )















 E PERMANENT HORIZONTAL BOUNDARIES <ID,J,!>. (ID,J,KSP) -
 1C = 1,1 OS
(PI)
1
 < I U )
•3 = 1
i.GT.4) inL102 = 2
J-J1/J2
f).RG.2.0R. ID.EQ.5) ,AMD,J.NE.2) GO TO 21




3,J,1), (3,J,KSP), (5,J.,1).,. (5.1.J..KSP) , ! , . . . . . • •
( ME»NE.NNN.OR.IDELTA,EQ«Q) GO TO 39R
(( ABO.ME.0,AMD.ID,LE,2 >.OR.(IAOC.NG.2.AND,ID.EQ
4) , )R, (I A R C , HE,4.AND,ID.GE.6 ) .OR.CI ARC.LE,1,AND.iD.EQ.5).OR,
 I C,OE.2,AND.ID.EQ.3),OR,(IABC.EQ.4.AND,ID.EQ.5)) GO TO 13
I UE
 ED.EG,0) GO TO 1016
E0.3.0R.ID.EQ.5) GO TO 1004
EG,4) IDC=3
GB.6) IDCaID-2
J,1 > = P M < I D C , 3 » J )
J,1)=RM(IDC,3»J) '
J,l ) = UM(100,3*J)
J,l>=VM(IDC,3iJ> '
J,l)=PM<I DC,3,J)/RM(IDC»3fJ)/GAHL1*0|5*(UM(IDC,3,J)**2+.
G T , 4 ) IREG = 1j , K s p ) = P 3 ( i D C i IREG,J>
jiKSF>=R3( IDC* IREG> J>
JiKSF)=U3(I!)C,IREGiJ)
J,KSF)=V3{ IDC, IREG, J)
J,KSF>=P3( IDC* I REG/ J)/R3( IDC* I REG* J ) /GAML1 . 5*
TM 162 Page Al-44































































! D , J , 1







































































T3 ZBV ^ {— \J
13














































































































































, IDL102)/RH2( I2P, IDLl02)/GAHUl*0 .5*





































































































































































.IDELTA.EQ.O) 60 TO 397 'i
ID.EQ.5) . OR.'( rA8C.GE.2,ANb, ID, ED
.AND. ID.EQ.S) ) GO TO 100























































































































































































































































































































































POINTS DRAG A N D DELSTAR / / / / / / / / / / / / /
r* r\ **N f r\ n f M T C r\r^ir» » f c t n r \ / ~ i C T » r v j_ ^ ^. ^ J..A j. ... A 4 A
K































































































































































































































r- r^  ^  r*







































tt /"\ f M T C f^DA^*POlNTb DHAu
,0
.0
i ki r\AND f i C i C T A P .*» * ^. ^> -i* ^ ^-^ * "it ^L3t:L^'A'( ^ * * * * * * * *
GO TO 70
J,2)=D
J , 1 ) =

















































































GO TO ?5l :



























Y L C s Y L ( ITL102, J )
V J R = Y (( IDLin2, JPl )
Y L R = Y L ( ICL102, JP1)
Y ' J L s Y ' K ICL102, JM1)
Y L L = Y L ( I C L 1 0 2 , J M 1 )
DSUC = ;1SU( ICL102, J « 3 )
DSLC= ) S L ( IDL102, J,3)
USUH = ' ) S U < IDL102* JP1«3J
D S L R = ) S L ( ICL102, JP1»3)
D3UL = OS i l ( ICL102. J
DSL !A= J S U ( IT.L102, J.I)
U S L A = » S - L ( IL'L102,J,1)
DSUB= )SU( IDL102 .J»2>
USLH = - ' JSL< IHL102, J ,2>



































































D S X J A - ( ! ) S N ( IDL1Q2,
U S X L A 3 ( ! > S L < IDLl02 (
IDL102,
) * R 2 D X
IDL102, J- l»2) ) * R 2 D X
ID'L102f J - -1 ,2 ) ) *R2DX
D S X X U ' T = < C S U - R - 2 . 0 * n S U C * D S U L ) * R 2 D X
D S X X L f J = < D S L R - 2 . 0 * D S L C * D S U L > * R 2 D X
1F( ; I T R H . E Q . D GO "0 43
D S X T U C = ( C S X U C V 4 . 0 * D S X U B + 3 . 0 * D S X U A ) * R 2 P T
C S T T U r . : = < D 3 L l C - 2 . 0 * t ) S U B * D S U A ) * R D T 2
D S 7 T L C = < D S L C - 2 , 0 * D S L B * D S L A ) * R D T 2
D S T U C = ( U S U C - D S U A ) « R 2 D T
D S T L C s ( i ) S L C - D S L A ) * R 2 D T
GO TO 42
D S X T L C = t D S X L C « 4 . 0 * D S X L B * l , 5 * ( D S X L A + D S X L B ) ) * R p T
D S T T U C = ( C S L ' C - 2 . 0 * U S U B * 0 , 5 * < D S U A + nSUB) > * 0 , 2 5 * R D T 2
U S T T L G = ( D S L C - 2 , 0 * D S L B * 0 , 5 * < U S L A * D S L B ) ) * 0 , 2 5 * R D T 2
-O , 5 * ( n S U A + D S U B ) ) *RDT
C H N T I ' I U E
Y X U H C = ( Y X U C - D S X U O
Y X L l ) C a ( Y X L C * D S X L C )
Y X X ' J D n = ( Y X X U C " D S X X U C )
YXXLDU=<YXXLC*DSXXLC)
Y X T U D i : = < - D S X T U C )
Y X T L D C = ( D S X T L C )
Y T X i J D C = Y X T L : n C
Y T X t C C ' s Y X T L D C
Y T T U C C = ( - ! ! S T T U C )
Y T T U D C = < C S T T L C >
Y N s Y U C - U S U C - Y L O D S L C
R U C s R 2 t 1C , J .KS)
R L C s R 2 ( l D ' , J , 2 )
UUCst '2 ( ID . J « K S )
L ^ ( l D , v » 2 )
V L C = V 2 ( I D . J » 2 )
IF( IC.EQ.5)- CGE = CE2
lf( ID. EM. 5) ESS=ES2





















































ORU2 = -JUC**2 + VUC**5?







»i , C * T A L * * 2
TOL=TCl/TBL
-TDl>SCRT(TDL**2+<QRL2-VDSL**2)/TBL)
: = TAL*tl.C + VDSL
U2UD,J, 2)-ULC
V 2 C I D . J , 2)=VLC
PXUU=(P2( ID*J+liKS)-P2<ID,J-1,KS))*RgDX
PXLC=(P2( ID*J + l. 2)-P2( ID,J-l, 2))*R2UX
TRB=CEE/CE1
P'.JNaYJ/( TRH +YXUDC**2)*<YXUDC*PXUC- RUC*
1 (YTX-IDC+ YXTUDC)*TRB)+ YTTUDC *TRB**2))
PLN = YI/( TFM +YXLDC**2)*CYXLDC + PXLr- RL,C* ( ULC* ( YXXLDC*ULCi
3 (YTXLDC+ YXTUDC)*TRU)+ YTTUDC*TRB**2)}
PC = P2( ID, J,KS )-»-2,0*DN*PUN
PC = P2( I [J, J,KSM)*2,0*DN*PUN
UUX = C.J2< ID, J + 1 ,KS) -U2( IT, J-l',KS) ) *R2DX
T E R A U = - S I W ( T H E T U ) / G E E
i'JU = 1 . 0 / ( E S S * ( ( Y U ( IDL102, J ) - D S U < IDL102* J»3 ) >
U U N O = - P - J , \ o / ( U U C * R U C )
UUi\ = ( JU iJC-1 E R A U * U U X J /TERBU
UC=U2(ID,J.KS )
UC = 'J2 ( I'), J/KSM)*IJUN*2,0*UW




***** «r *************** *
005142 666
TBR2Us-ESS/CEE*YXUDC/(YUDC^YLDC)*(YUDR'-YUDU)/HYPU
T G P 3 U 3 C E E / ( E S S * ( Y U D C - Y l , D C > > * < 2 , 0 * n X / H Y P U >
PUP = ( P ? { IJ), J + l ,KS) -P2 r ID/ J-1,KS) ' ) ' *R2DX
RUFaR.Jc/p?( IDf J.KS)/GAMMA*PUF
R'JK = ca.p.(R2(lD.J*l,KS).-R2(ID*J-l,KS))*R2DX*TERlU)/(





































































D,J, 3 ) - V 2 < l U , J , 4 )


























T E R 1 L = - E S S /










 - * L C / F2 (
3)-ULN*2.0*DN
2)*(PC/P2(ID,J, 2) )**(!• 0/GAMMA)
3)*(PC/P2<ID;J, 3) )**(l.o/GAMMA)















C3 ZF N O N - L E A D I N G EDGE HORIZONTAL BOUNDARIES a 5 = a.- a r = =
 s = = =
80 COM I -JUG
IF( ICELTA.EQ.D GO TO 30







V2< 1C, JS,j. )aVMS( I2P. IDLj.02)
E2( 1C.JS, 1)=PMS( I2P,IDL102)/RHS(I2P, IDL102)/GAHLl + 0,5*


























































P2CID.JS KSP)=P3S< 121, IDL1Q2)
R2< ID. JS KSP). =R3S( 121, IDL102)
U2(ID.JS KSP)=U3S< 121. ID1.102)
V2( ID. JS KSP)=V3S( 121, IDL102)
E2< 1C. JS KSP)=P3S<I2i.lnU02)/R3S(I21,IDU02)/GABLl+0,5*




R2( 1C, JS,i)=R2< ID, JS,KSM)
U2( ID. jS.i )=U2( ID, JS,KSM)




U2< ID. JS, KSP)=Ug( IU» JS,3)
V2( ID. JS.KSP>=V2( ID» JS/3)





PDA IU(1> = 0 ,0
P O A I U C 2 > = 0 . 0
DO to? in=3,5,2
lF(ITIME»NE!,NNN,ORoIOELTA.EQ.O) GO TO 39*
IF( < lAEn.LE.l.AND. ID.'EQ,?) .OR. ( I ARC , GE . 2 .'AND , ID.EQ





1F( IDL1Q2.EQ.2) ESS = ES2























TM 162 page A1'51 O
C3, ZZ C O M P U T E P E R M A N E N T H O R I Z O N T A L B O U N D A R I E S (ID,J,1), ( I D , J * K S P ) - '
006013 ' 31 RETURN
006014 EMC
TM 162 Page Al-52
T INF VEBRYl(IARC)
000003 D I NEK SI UN HI ( 7 , 13 , j.3 ) , PI ( 7 , 13 , 13 ) , Hi < 7 , 13 , 13 ) , Vj ( 7 , 13 , 13 ) ,
1 El < 7 . 13 , i 3 ) , R2 < 7 , 13 , 13 ) , P2 < 7 * 13 , 13 > , U2 ( 7 , 13 , 13 ) . Vj? < 7 * 13 , 13 > ,
2 E2 ( 7 , 13, i3 ) , THFTAL ( ?. ) » THETAU ( 2 ) ,
3 DSiJ<2,13.3>*OSL<2,13,3),YU<2.l3),YL(2,l3>» J I < 7 > . JF<7>
4 » UJXLEC?), YLXLE(2) , QHR(2)
6 ,PUAI (2)',FDAIU(2),PDAIU(2)
7 ,Ci?A'JU<2),ORAGL(2)
000003 COKMC J ^ 2^21 U2,V2,E2
000003 C'lMHO )/ A / G A M M A , GAHL1
0 0 0 0 0 3 COKMC - J / « / O ^ P , N B L A U E , N O N D J M , ITC-R,PHI
0 0 0 0 0 3 C ' . ) f . : !0 ' l /C /DSU,DSL
0 0 0 0 0 3 C 'JhMO' l / n / ID , J ,KJ , IDS iK
0 0 0 0 0 3 C ' J K t l C - l / 6 / JI ,v lF,JS,KS
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O f ; H G ' ! / F / Y U , Y L
0 0 0 0 0 3 C o ^ f l o - l / T / L " X ' , n D X , R 2 D X . R n x 2
0 0 0 0 0 3 C )^HO J / r l /nN. RUN.R2DN, RDN2
0 0 0 0 0 3 CUMMC l / I / n T , R ! ) T , R 2 D T ; ^ D T 2 , D T 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 3 COKHO )/• VF-:Sl » ES2 , CE1 , CE2, CS , CR, SSi SR, R A D L E 1 / R A D L E 2 . C4
0 0 0 0 0 3 C U P - M C ' J / K / I S T A R T
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O N H G ' I / L / R I I , U I I t ! = I I , P I I , V I I
0 0 0 0 0 3 C 'Jhf lO I/M/ - I T I M E , N N N i N T l M E
0 0 0 0 0 3 COhMC I/U/ FDA I , PDA I U, PDA IL
0 0 0 0 0 3 COh'MC l /P/Rl,Pl,UliVl,El
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O N M O l / r j / J S M , J S P * K S M , K S P
0 0 0 0 0 3 C ' J M M C ' I / S / T H E T A L , T H E T A U
0 0 0 0 0 3 CUNMC' -J /U / Y U X L E , Y L X L E
0 0 0 0 0 3 C U K f I C l / Z / n R A G U / i J R A G L
0 0 0 0 0 3 coM ' i c r i / ze / S P A I H / S R U A I ^ S R U V A U S R U S P P
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O ^ f l Q J / Z C / P A I H 2 , R U A I 1 , R U V A J 1 , R U 2 P P E , N T
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O K M C I / Z E / I D A T A
0 0 0 0 0 3 U X l s l , Q / F l C A T ( JS-2)
0 0 0 0 0 7 D X 7 - l , 0 / n . G A T ( J S - 2 >
000012 K S G i ? P i s K S / 2 + l
C4 AA COMPUTE VERTICAL BOUNDARIES <1,2,K), <1,JS*K), (2,i,K), (2*vlS








000047 U2 ( 1 , IS , K > » U2 ( 2 , 2 , K >
00005? V2(i, )S,K)=V2(2,2,K)
000055 fc2(l, )S,K) = E2(2,R,K)
000060 FRXa- ) X / A L C G < l t O - * n x >
000065 PC = P2(2»2'.K)*<1.0-FRX>*P2(1».JSM*K)*FRX
000074 RC = n2 ( 2 « 2 * K ) * ( 1 • n -FRX ) *R2 < 1 , JSM , K ) *FRX
000103 UC = U2 ( 2 , 2 ', K ) * ( 1 . " -F RX > + U2 ( 1 , JSH , K ) *FRX
000112 VC=V2(2«2.K)*(1,0-FRX)+V2(1,JSM,K)*FPX
000122 TG=PC/RC
000124 fcC = T C / & A K | _ l + 0 ,5* < U C * U O V C * V C * O M R < 1 )**2 >



















































C4 ZZ COMPUTE V E R T I C A L BOUNDARIES (l,2,K)i (I.JS'K
90 Ci'JMI JUG
12 DO 19') K = l,KSP
C5 AA C'JMPUTE VERTICAL -BOUNDARIES (6/JSP,K), (7,2,
F«Xar;3X/AI CO(1.0-'DX7)
PC=P2(6, jS,K)*(l,0-FRX)+P2(7,3f K)*FRX
R0 = r?2<6, JS,K)*<1.0-FRX)*R2<7,3,K)*FRX













t.2 < 7,, ?,K)=E2< 6, JS,K>
cs zz c. IMPUTE VFRT'ICAL BOUNDARIES <6/jSp,«)» (7,2*
190 UONTI JUG














































































P A I r l L =





IF(K,EG,KS) GO TO 277
F :AIHL=:PAIHI + DPA
GO TO 264
2 7 7 P A I H U s P A I H U + D P A
2P>< C O N T I N U E
274 OK-TMUE
273 UJNT1 IUR
P A I H D = F A I H L - P A I H U
N T s 2 * ( I T I M E - N N N ) " i + I T E R
1F( I S T A F t T . N E . O ) GO TO 100
P A H 2 » S P A l H
R ' J V A I l r S R U V A I
IOC CONTINUE
S P A I h a P A I H 2
S K U A l a R J A U
S R U V A I = R U V A l l
RiJVAll=(Fl'CAT(NT-l)*RUVAll*RUVAI )/FLNT
R i-JAIla(FLOAT(NT-l)*RUAll + RUAI)/FLNT
P A J H 2 = ( F L O A T ( N T - l ) * P A I H 2 + P A l H n ) / F L N T
RUV A.I ']- ( ES2/ES1 ) * ( RUVA 1 1+ ( CHR ( 1 ) -OHR ( 2 ) )*r?UA 1
RUE = RI I*UI I
DRAUT.'!3iJRAGU(2)*DF?AGL(2)
RU2PPP=(R1 I*UII*U!I*PI I"(DRAGTl*PnAI(l) ) /FLOAT ( KS-2 ) )*ES2/ESl-
(DHA'?T2-PCAI (2) )/n.OAT(KS-2>
RvJ2PPf==(FI.OAT(NT-l)*RU2PPE
El I s p r i / R ! I/GAML1*CUI I*UI I*VII*VII-OHR(1)**2)*0,5
HR1 = EI I+FI I/RI I
HR2=HR1*( VR01+QMR(1) ) * ( OMR ( 1 ) -OHR ( 2 ) )
Ri )HS = R U G * H R 2
HE = RU IE/RUE
VE=(PAIU2*CE2/ES2*RUVAI2)/RUE
.
TR3 = H E * f J , 5 * ( O H R ( 2 ) * * 2 - V E « V E )
T R 2 a i . O " 2 . 0 * ( R U E / R U 2 P P E ) * * 2 * t R 3
R O O T = ':iGRTU , 0 + G A M P 1 * G A M U * T R 2 >
T R l 3 R ! J 2 P F E / G A H P l
PE=TR l * ( l , 0 * R O O T )
P A = T R l * ( i . O " R O O T )




















I N F I N I T Y * * * * * * * *
000677 RETURN
00070C EMD
TM 162 Page Al-56
S U E R O ' J T I K F V E B R Y 2 ( I A B C )
0 0 0 0 0 3 D I M E N S I O N - Rl ( 7 ,13 , j.3 ) , PI (7 ,13,13 ) , Uj. ( 7,13 ,13 ) , Vi ( 7,13,13 ) ,
1 EK7.Uf j 3 ) , R 2 < 7 , 1 3 f J . 3 ) , P 2 < 7 * 1 3 , 1 3 > , U 2 ( 7 . 1 3 , 1 3 ) . V 2 < 7 . 1 3 , 1 3 > ,
2 62 < 7'. 13, iS > , T H E T A L < 2 > * THETAl j ( 2 ) ,
3 JSU < ? , 13'. 3 >, DSL < 2,13 , 3 ), YU < 2 ,13 )
 f YL ( 2,13 ) , JI ( 7 ), jf- ( 7.)
4 , Y : J X L E C 2 > , Y L X L E < 2 > » O M R < 2 >
5 i Y 5 < 3 3 ) , X 5 ( 4 , 3 3 ) i X Q 3 < 4 >
6 , FDA I (2) , F D A I U ( 2 ) , P D A I L ( 2 ) '
7 j D H A . . ; U ( 2 > , D R A G L < 2 )
8 , D S U K 2 ) , C S L 1 < 2 )
9 i P 3 < - i f 9 , l 3 ) , R 3 < 5 , 9 , 1 3 ) , U 3 ( 5 , 9 , 1 3 ) , V 3 < 5 . 9 , 1 3 )
* . P M ( : i / < ) , 1 3 ) , R M ( 5 , 9 l 1 3 ) , U H < 5 , 9 , 1 3 ) , V l ! ( 5 . 9 , l 3 )
9 , P 4 ( y , 1 3 ) , R 4 < 9 » 1 3 > , ! J « l < 9 f l 3 ) , V 4 ( 9 . 1 3 >
9 ,PS('M3),R5(9,13),U5(9,13),V5(S,13)
000003 COMHC J R2'.F2,U2,V2,E2
000003 C Of. MO'!/ A / G A MM A , G AHL1
000003 COMMO V1/H/OMR,NBLADE,NONDIM, ITER,PHI
0 0 0 0 0 3 x C O M H O I / H I / IBLEQ
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O K . I O ' i / G / n S ' J / D S L .
0 0 0 0 0 3 COMMO'J / IJ / ID, J,KJ, J D S » K
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M O V E / :jl, JF, JS,KS
0 0 0 0 0 3 CUKMO I /FVYU, YL
0 0 0 0 0 3 C U M f l O ' l / f ] / C X , R D X , R 2 D X i R D X 2
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M ? 1 0 1 J / H / n N , R D N . R 2 D N , p D N 2
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O H M O o / I / I ) T » R D T . R 2 D T , R D T 2 » D T 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M O l / J / f ? S l , E S 2 , C E l , C E 2 * C S , C R , S S , S R , R A D L E l » R A D L E 2 ' , C 4
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M i l O J /K / I S T A R T
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O h M C i l / L / R I I , U I I , E I I , P I I , V I I
O O O O D 3 C O H M O l/rl/ X H U , I D E L T A
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M C I / -J/ IT IME,N!JN,NTIME
000003 COM MO J/')/ pn'Al,PDAIU,PDAlL
0 0 0 0 0 3 CilMMC J/P/Rl.Pl,Ul iVl,El
0 0 0 0 0 3 C D M M O ' J / P l / P 3 * R 3 , U 3 » V 3 » P 4 , R 4 , U 4 , V 4 , P 5 f R 5 , U 5 , V 5 , P M , R ^ , U M i V M
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M H O ; I / 0 / J S M > JSP ,KSM,KSP
0 0 0 0 0 3 C D K M O ' J / S / T H E T A L f THEJAU
0 0 0 0 0 3 C D M M O : I / T / L O L A D f c
0 0 0 0 0 3 cnMMO' j / i ' / Y U X L E . Y L X U E
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M H O I /V / J V
0 0 0 0 0 3 C M M M O J / M / Y 5 , X 5 , X Q 3
0 0 0 0 0 3 ' CiJMfio J / Y / DSUl^DSLl
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M O J / Z / C R A G U « D R A G L
0 0 0 0 0 3 C O M M G ' l / Z n / I S L L E , ISLTE
0 0 0 0 0 3 R E A L L R i l C N , L R U H D N , L R U 2 D N * U V O U D N







0 0 0 0 2 2 YL1P = YL< IIJL102,1)
0 0 0 0 2 4 Y U l P s Y U C inL102,l)
000025 DO 22! K = j.,KSP
000027 Y'?(!<)3YLin + DN*FLOAT(K'Z)
000034 . ir(K.EQ.l) GO TO 222





































































X i i < ; ? , K ) s R 2 < ID,l.K)
X 5 n . » O = L 2 ( ID,1,K)
X l 3 ( 4 , ' < ) s v 2 < ID . l.K)
usJ TC 227
IF( I B L E O . E G . O ) GO TO 10
X5( l , i < ) = F 3 < 2 , 3 , JSM)
X 5 < 2 , ' < > = R 3 < 2 , 3 , JSM)
X 5 ( 3 , K ) = 1 3 < 2 , 3 , J S M )
X 5 ( 4 , K ) = V 3 ( 2 , 3 , J S M )
GO TO 227
C' )NTI JUE
X v 3 ( i , K ) = F 2 ( ID,1,3)
X L » < 2 , K ) 3 R 2 ( i n , l , 3 )
X 5 ( 3 , K > a L 2 < I D * 1 * 3 )
X :> ( 4 , K ) - V V. ( I D, 1, 3 )
GO TO 227
1F( I 8 L E O . F G . O ) GO TO 12
X 3 < 1 , K ) 3 F 3 < 2 , 2 , J S M )
X 5 ( 2 , X ) 5 R 3 ( 2 , 2 , J S M )
X : 3 ( 3 , K > = L 3 ( 2 * 2 , JSM)
X 5 ( 4 , K ) = V 3 < 2 , 2 , J S M )
GO TC 227
X : > U , K ) = F 2 < ID,1 ,KSM)
X r > ( 2 , K ) = R 2 ( ID . l .KSM)
X t 3 ( 3 , K ) = t - 2 ( I D , l , K S M )
X : ' ( 4 , K ) = V 2 ( I D , 1 , K S M )
C U I v T I l l j t -
T Y = r U l P - ? Y L l P
DO 22 :> K c 2 , K S
Y4 = Y L l P * C N * F L O A T ( K ! - 2 ) * T Y
I F ( K . C C . 2 . C R . K , E Q . K S ) Y 4 = 0 . 5 * ( Y L l P * Y U l P " 1 . 0 ) * n N * F L O A T ( K - 2 )
IF( I B L E O . N E . O ) GO TO 30
I F < Y 4 . L T . Y L 1 C ) Y 4 = Y 4 + 1 . 0
J F C Y 4 . G T . Y U 1 C ) Y 4 = Y 4 * 1 . 0
GO TO 29
COM i IUE
I F ( Y 4 . L T . ( Y L 1 C - D N ) ) Y ^
I F ( . Y 4 . G T , ( Y L 1 C + D N ) ) Y«
P - ) 2 3 0 K K a l , K S
I F ( Y R . L T . Y R 2 . A N D . Y R t G E . Y R l ) GO TC 231
2 3 Q CON-Tr iUG




 = i, 4
CALL FAT(YR,YR1,YR2,XQ1,X02,'XQA)



































































C IN THIS ROUTINE I DLl02= ( J D-2 ) /2 FOR 1DM AND 6






61? CUNT I JUE
T-IETAK ini.l02)=ATAN(ESS/CFE*(YL( IDL1Q2, JSP ) -YL < lDLiC2, JSM) )*R2
T-IETA )( ICLi02)=ATAN<ESS/CEE*(YU( IDL.102, JSP > -YU< IDL£02» JSM) )*R2
D3|.F= )Sl_( ICL102, JS,3)
IF(USLF,EO.O,0) GO TO 81
DO 80 K=2,KS
YYl = |] j*FLOAT(K-2)
IF(YYl,ni.D5LF) KUP=K
iFtYYl.OT.DSLF) GO TO 81
80 C O N T I - J U E
81 CONTI JUE
USUF = ')SU(IDL102fJS,3)
IF(D$ JF.EO.O .0) GO TO 71
DO 70 KKK=2,KS
K s K S + :? - K K K
YYI = C J*FLOAT<KS«K)
IF(YYl.OT.ESUF) KUM=K
IF<YYi,f.5T.ESUF) GO TQ 71
70 CONTTJU6
71 C O N T l f J U E
Dt:LTAL = FLOAT(KLP-2)*DN
DELTA:l = rLOAT(KS-KUH)*DN
1F(OELTAL*CELTAU.EQ,C,0) GO TO 111




X13(2, <)sR2( ID«1, JS,K)













TM 162 " Page Al-59
000557 GO TO 120
000557 116 CUNTP-JUE










1 O M ! < < ICL l02 ) * *2 )
0 0 0 6 3 0 110 C O N ' T i M U E
0 0 0 6 3 2 R/JSL = - ? 2 ( ID-1, JS,2)
0 0 0 6 3 6 LJiJSL= I2< ID-1» J S , 2 >
0 0 0 6 4 0 R:JL = R',!( l C i 2 » K L P )
0 0 0 6 4 4 U?JL=iU^( 1C ! . 2 ,KLP)
0 0 0 6 4 7 R n S i J s r ? 2 < ID-1, JS ,KS)
0 0 0 6 5 4 UDSU= ) 2 < I D - 1 . J S . K 3 )
0 0 0 6 6 0 R H U s R : » ( 1 C , 2 . K U M )
0 0 0 6 6 3 UUU = l'L'( I D . 2 » K U M )
0 0 0 6 6 6 . E U S L = P 2 ( ! P - 1 , J S . 2 )
0 0 0 6 7 0 E U S i J s £ 2 ( l p - l , J S , K S )
0 0 0 6 7 5 b ! ) L s E ? ( I t . . 2
0 0 0 7 0 0 Ei)U = E i ? ( l D * 2
000704
000707
000713 VUSU = V2( IIl-l, JS/ 2)
000716 VOS'J = V2< in-1, JS.KS)










000746 SUELTA = f)ELTAU*DELTAU
000747 SiJSsCSL'F + nSLF








































































A-14 s , <i* (
A'-M • - .>>* (
,5*(THETAIJ{
Page Al-60




IF(2*(L-1).GT.(KUH-KLP)> GO 'TO 253
UO TO 7:54
253 WRITE<6,255) I D,L,KLp,KUK,DSLF,DSUF,DELTAUDELTAU
255 FORMAT</gX,36HSOMETHING IS WRONG WITH DISPLACEMENT/,
i 5 x , 3 7 H i c ' . L . K L P * K U M ,
C A L L EX IT






257 C O N T J M U E
P rJLP = P2( ID ,2 ,KLP + L)
RULP= < 2 ( i n , 2 » K L P * L )
Ui)LP = : ) 2 < in ,2 t KLP*D
V!)LP = V2< IU,2.KLP + L)
Ei)LP = l=2( I O » 2 » K L P * L )
P D U M = P 2 < I D , 2 f K U H - L )
RUUM = ? ? 2 < i n ,2 ,KUH-L )
UOUH = '.I?( in ,2 t KUM-L)
V ! J U M = V2< l i ] ,2 ,KUM-U)
E:JU''!si^2 i
R - J D L P - R !
R JDJrv:R,
R.iHiiU < = :'•
RJ2f:iUM = R
A 4 = A 4 + 0 , 5 * ( R U D L * R U D L P * R U D U + RUnUM)*DN
AH4 = A M*0 •. 5 * ( R U H D L + HUHDLP*RUHnU + RUHDUH) '
A ! J 4 = A - I 4 * 0 . 5 * ( R U 2 D L + RU2DLP*RU2DU*RU2DUH) '
D 6 L T A L = D E L T A L * D N











EQ.O .fl ,AHD,SDS,EQ,-0 .0 ) GO TO 134
E Q . O . O . A N D . S D S . N E . O . O ) GO TO 133
D R A O T 3 p r ? A c , U ( I D L 1 0 2 > * D R A G L ( IFJL102)
R J T E = ( R J C S L *DnL*RUDSU*DDU-RUDL*DSLF-RUDU*DSUF- ) /SDELTA
H : ) h T E = ( : -?LHnSL*DDL*RUHUSU*DDU-RUHDL*DSLF-R lJHnu*DSUF) /SDELTA
R 0 2 T E s ( - n U 2 C S L f r D n L * R i J 2 D S U * D D U - R U 2 D L * D S L F " R U 2 D U * D S U F
. + ( P D S L + P f J S U > * S D S - D R A G T ) / S D E l , T A







































C A L L 1 S O L V < R U T E , R U H T E , R U 2 T E « V O U T E . P T E )
R T E = R ITE /UTE
V T E s V Q U T E * U T E
HTE = R ' J H T E / R U T E
E T E s . H T E - F T E / R T E
GO TO 131-
138 W R I T E ( 6 , 1 6 2 ) S D E L T A . S O S •
162 F O R ; - 1 A r ( / / / i O X , 8 H S D E L T A =,Ei5,8,8H
C A L L ex IT
134 IF(SDS,EC.O.O) GO TO 133
UTE=o.O
VTE=0.0




ETE = H T E - F T F . / R T E
GO TO 131
133 R ; . l T E s i J , t 5 * ( RUDSUt- RUDSL)
R U 2 T E 3 0 . 5 * ( R U 2 D S U * R U 2 n S U >
R ! - J H T E - C , 5 * ( R L
GO TC 139
131 C O N T H U K
V 2 ( I D i 2 , 2 ) = V T E
P 2 < [ D . 2 « 2 ) = P T E
E 2 ( I D , 2 . i 2 ) = E T E
U 2 ( l D . 2 i K S ) = U T E
V 2 ( I D , 2 « K S ) = V T E
P 2 ( I D , 2 i K S ) = P T E
R 2 ( 1 D » 2 « K S ) S R T E
b 2 ( I D , 2 , K S ) = E T E





















TF: ) *DELTAL )
RUHUL-« SRUHCL*FRUH
R-.J2UL'-laRu?DL*FRU2
Ri /DLM = V2< I C , 2 , KLP + L-1 ) *R2 ( I D, 2, KLP + L
R V D ' J F 3 V 2 ( I C* 2f KUM-L*! ) * R 2 < I D, 2, KUH-L
V )ULf< = KVDLfVRUDLM

































































L V O U n . > l = < V O L ' L M " V O U T E ) / D N / F L O A T ( K U P P M 2 )
K-.lMPsKlM-L + l
K S K K U = K S - K U H P
URU3k = C R U D U P - R U T E ) / D N / F L O A T < | < S M K U >
URUHC J B { R U H D U P - R U H T E ) / D N / F L O A T ( K S H K U )
U R U 2 C ' l s { R y 2 D U P - P T E > " / D N / F L Q A T ( K S M K U >
N=<vblUP"VOUTE>/DN/FUQAT<KS-KUMP)
-2
K L P P = K L P + L
KLPPI^-KLPP
LRUONs( . : ?u r ;L -RUTE) /DN/FLOAT(KLPPH2)
LRUHC ) = ( R U H D L - R U H T E ) / D N / F L O A T ( K L P P M 2 )
L R U 2 D > J = ( R U 2 D L - P T E ) / D K / F L O A T ( K L P P K 2 )
L V O U C > - J 5 ( V O U D L - V O U T E ) / D N / F ' L O A T ( K L F P M 2 )
KUMP = KU'-I-L.
UMP
j - R U T E ) / D N / F L O A T ( K S H K U )
Ui<UHD l = ( R U I - . D U - - R U H T e ) / O N / F L O A T ( K S H K U )
U V O ' J D I = < V O L D U ' V O U T R ) / I 3 N / F U O A T ( K S | - 5 K U )
UHU2D J = ( R I J 2 D U " P T E ) / D N / F U O A T ( | < S M K U )
GO TO 1°5
C O N T I ' J U E
KLPP^1=KLPP-1
DO 303 !< = 3 ,KLPPM1
R'JPs f i i JTE + L R U D M * D N * F L O A T j K » 2 )
R'JHP = ^U i - ITE-»LRUH[ )N*nN*F l .6AT(K- ! ' J? )
R U 2 P = ^ U 3 T E + L R U 2 D N * D N * F L O A T ( K - 2 )
V O U P = V O U T E - * L V O U D N ' * D N * F U O A T ( K - 2 ) '
I F ( R U f ' , L E . O . t J ) GO TO 198
C A L L ) S O L V ( R U P , R U H P , R U 2 P , V O U P , P P )
U P s C R U p P ^ P p
R P = R U P / U P






= E'.M l C . 2 i K L P P ) * P 2 ( ID ,2 ,K IPP) /R2 ( I D * 2 « K L P P )
= £;.?( 1C- . 2 . 2 ) + P 2 ( I D , ? , ? ) / R 2 ( ID, 2, 2)
F L J A T ( K - . ? ) / F L O A T ( K L P P - 2 ) . * ( H 2 A - H 2 B ) * H 2 B
CJA t H A / G A M L l * P P / H P
199 C M N T I JUB
U 2 ( I D i 2 » K > = U P
V.-i( I D i 2 » K ) = V P
P 2 ( I D i 2 . K ) s P P
R 2 < I D * 2 i K ) = R P
E 2 ( I D , 2 , K ) = E P
200 C-'JMrJL'E
DO 210 K = K L i M P « K S M

























































I F ( R U f J , E C . O . O > GO TO 208
C A L L ) S O L V ( R U P , R U H P , R U 2 P , V O U P , P P )
U P = < R ' J 2 f » - P F ) / K U P
HP = RU )P /RUp
EP=HP-PP/RF
GO TO 209 -
2 0 8 U ^ = 0 . 0
V P = 0 . o
F'PsKlJyp
H-?C = E?( I C ' . 2 » K I J M P > * P 2 ( ID* ?> KUHP > /RJ? ( I D « 2 * K U M P )
H2D=sF .2< 1C', 2 , K S ) + P 2 ( I D , 2 , K S ) / R 2 ( I D . 2 . K S )
H P = F L n A T ( K S - K ) / F L O A T ( K S - K U H P > * ( H 2 C - H 2 D ) * H 2 D
20? C O N T D U E
U 2 < I C » 2 . K ) = U p
V 2 ( l D , 2 . K > s V P
P 2 ( I C , 2 , K ) = P P
R'-< I D i 2 « K > - R P
t2(ID,2,K)=EP
210 CONTINUE
145 co TO ion
111 DO 11? K=2,KS
U2(!D,2*K)rU2(in*l,JSiK)












121 FORltAT(/5X,37HSOMETHlNG IS WRONG WITH INTERPOLATION/)
CALL E X I T
122 C O N T p j U e
C 8 A A C O M P U T E V E R T I C A L BOUNDARIES- (3 ,JSP,K) , (5 ,JSp,K) / / / / / / /
DO 26,] ID = 3 » 5 , 2
I ) L l G - . ' = ( I D - D / 2
iFdTlMEtEQ.NNN) GO TO 263
,D^UC = O S U ( IDL102, JS,3)
D3LC = ' 'JSL< IDL102, JS,3)
GO TO 261
262 U3UC=OSUKIDL102 )
D S L G s . J S L l ( IDL102)
261 C T N . ' T I IUG
D E L T C - < i ) S L C + D S U C ) / ( F L O A T < K S - 2 ) * < i 1 0 - ( D S L C * D S U C ) ) )
s D ? ? A R L { 10L102)+DIUGU< IDL102)
H H = D . 6



























































R J H I s . 1 , 0
D ' ) 640 K = 2 , K S
P0s f ' 2< 10, JSP. K)
R'> = «2< 10, JSP, K)
U J = U 2 < ID, JSP, K)





H C s H R - J H / C R U
P < ? ( I D . J S F ' , K ) = P C -
R,3( IDi J S P ' , K ) = R C
U:M ID, jSp ' ,K )=UC
V«i( ID , J S P , K ) = V C
E^( ID, J S F ' , K ) = E C
l f (K . I H . 2 . A N D , K , N E , K S ) GO TO 630
630
640 C IN T DUE
- l s t ) E L T C * R U H I * D N
650 K = 2 , K S
R C = R 2 ( ID ,
Ui ; = U2< JU, J S P » K >
V C = V 2 ( I O , J S P , K )
EO=E2( 10, JSP*
R=JC = R C * U C
CALL • J S O l . V ( f ? U C , R U H C , R ! J 2 C t V O U C / P C )
/?( 1C, JSP' . .K)=RC
:-!( in, J ^ F , K ) = UC
iUIDf J S F , K ) = V C
























































ca 22 COMPUTE V E R T I C A L BOUNDARIES (S/JSP/K), <5,JSp,K) / / / / / /






IF.UD.GT.4) CEE = CE2
YXM30,5*(YL-XLE(inL102)+YLXLE(IDL102»
T l W s A T A > M < YXH)
YXN =
 0,5*< (VL( IDL102, JS)*DSL( I DL1C2 , JS , 3 ) + YU ( I DLlO?, jS ) -DSU < I
1 jSi3)-l,n)-(YL(inL102»jSM)+DSL<IDL102,jSM»3>»YUCiDL102ijSM>2 DSU( ICL102, JSM,3)-l,0) ) *RDX*ESS/CEE
T H N s A T A M ( Y X M )
DO 50 J32t v'S/ JSM2
DO 50 K=:2,KS,KSM2
1F(J,EG,JS) GO TO 52





52 IF< IDGLTA.EQ.D GO TO 50
lF(f<,cQ,KS) GO TO 58
YXSa( YL< IDL102/ J ) -YL < I DL102 • Jrl » *RDX*ESS/CEE
GO TO 56
58 YXS3(YU<1DL102, J )^YU< 1DH02, J-l ) ) +ROx*ESS/CKE




U(J = SG,:<T(GC2/d.O*VOU2) )
VC=UC*YXS
U2< ID, J,K)=UC
V 2 < I C t J . K > = V C




40 U2< ID-1, JS,K)=SQRT(aC2)*COS(THM)
V2< IC-1/ J.S/K)=SQRT(OC2)*SINCTHM)
IFUD.E0.5) V2<4, JS/K)=V2<4, JS.K)*DOHR
50 CON T I -JUG
C3 ZB TAK.'iEITI?E LE AND INVISClD TE . , . , ,
260 CO N T I IUf:
C9 AA A o s i c i SUPER VIRTUAL GRID POINT VALUES (FOR PRINT .ONLY) = =
P^(3,.ISP,KSP)SP2(3,JSP» 3)
R2<3, JSP,KSP)=R2<3, JSP* 3)
UJ?(3, )SP/KSP)=U2(3,JSP/ 3)
V^(;5,.JS''3,KSP)=V2(3, JSP/ 3) • .
E2(3, JSP.KSP)=E2<3. JSP/ 3)
P2C5, ISP, 1)=P2<3, JSP/KSH)
R2<3,JSP, 1)=R2(3, JSP/KSM)
U2C3.JSP, 1)=U2C 3', JSP/KSH)
V2(3, JSP, 1)=V2(3, JSP/KSM)
tl'(J,.JS^, 1)=E2< 3, JSP/KSM)
PH<4,1',KSP)=P2<4,2, 3)






003131 R2(4,,_>, i )=R2(4,2.KSM)
003134 U2C4.2, 1 )=U2(4,2,KSM)
003137 V2(4,;», l)=V2(4,2,KSM)
003142 E2U,2, .1.) = E2 ( 4, 2, KSM ) ' .
003145 P2(4, JS.KSF)=P2(4,JS, 3)
003153 R2(4, JSiKSF). = R2(4, JS, 3)
003157 U2(4, IS,KSF)='J2(4, JS, 3)
003163 V2(4,JS,KSP)=V2(4,JS, 3)
003167 E2(4, JS..KSF)=E2(4,JS, 3)
003173 P2U, IS, 1) =P2(4,JS,KSM)
003176 R^!(4,JS, 1) =R2 ( 4 , JS , KSM )
003202 U2U, IS, 1 ) =U2 ( 4 , JS, KSM )
003206 V2(4, IS. 1>= V2(4,JS,KSM)






003236 P2(5,l, 1) sP2<5,i,KSM)
003241 R2(5,i, i) =R2(5,1,KSM)
003244 gj!('j,i, |)=U2(5,1,KSM)
003247 V2(5,l, i)=V2(5,l,KSM)
003252 • • E2(5,l, 1) =E2<5,1,KSH)
003255 P2<5, JSp,KSP>=P2<5,J3P» 3)
003262 R2(y,.JSP,KSP>=R2<5, JSP. 3)
003266 UH<9,JS^,KSP)=U2(5,JSP. 3)
003272 V2(5, )S'J, KSP > =V2 ( 5, JSP. 3)
003276 E2(3, JSP,KSP)=f=2<5 f JSP. 3)
003302 P2(5, ISP, 1) =P2(5,JSP.KSH)
003305 R2(S,.ISP, 1) =R2(5, JSP, KSH)
003311 U2(S,JS^, 1)=U2(5,JSP.KSM)
003315 V;?(P, JSP, 1)=V2<5, JSP.KSM)









003356 V1M6.2, 1) =V2 ( 6, 2 . KSM)
003361 £2(6,2, i)=G2(6,2,KSM)
c? zz A.TSIG-J SUPER VIRTUAL GRID POINT VALUES (FOR PRINT ONLY)
0 0 3 3 6 4 R G T U R M
0 0 3 3 6 4 f c i i D
O
TM 162 Page Al-67
000010
Q O O Q 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0































SJBROiJT INF QSOLV ( RU» RUH, RU2 , VOU, p )
DI M E N S I O N CMR(2)
COMMO !/A/ GAMMA,GAHL1
C O M H C ' - J / H / O C R . NBLADE,NONDIH, ITER.RHI
C O H f l O I / I ) / I D , J , K J , I D S » K
I : ) U G 2 = 1
I F ( I C , G T , 4 ) I D L 1 0 2 = 2
I F f R U . E - ' J . O . O ) GO TO 53
H-RUH/R' I
A 3 R ' J 2 * < l , 0 - ( G A M L l ) * V O U * * 2 )
8 * { Q A IHA-M . 0 ) * U . U - ( G A M L 1 / < G A H K A + 1.
C--RU2**. ;?* (1 . 0 + V O U * * 2 ) - 2 , 0 * R U * * 2 *
M L 1 0 2 = < I D - D / 2
|F(:J,b-C,o.O) GO TO 55
IFC A.f-C.O .01 GO To 56
IF(OA-IU*F}*C/A**2.LT.-1,0) GO TO 60
P = P1
IF(P2,GT,P1) P=P2
GJ TC 133 '





133 IF(P.LE.O.O) GO TC 7Q
R B T U R - I
60 C-TNTMUf i
W ^ I T E ( 6 i 2 0 0 ) I D , J , K , R U , R U H , R U 2 , V O U , A , B , C
200 F ! J R M A T < / 5 X , 3 1 H N E G A T I V E SORT IN P C A L C U L A T I O N , ,
1 2X i 2 9H I D '• J • K« RU, RUH, RU2» VOU, A i B, C =» /5X, 3 I 3, 7E.13 , 5 )
C A L L c X l T
70 C O N T I M U E
W9 I TE ( 6 , 2 n 1) ID, J , K , RU, RUH, R|J2, VOU, A , D, C, P
201 FQRMAT(/5X,2J.HP IS NEGATIVE OR ZERO,
1 2X,3iHlD'.-J.K«RU,RUH,RU2iVOU,A.B, «PP s» /5X . 3 \ 3, 8El3 i 5 )
CALL EXIT
END
TM 162 • • Page Al-68
S'JBRC JUNE AABBCRC/UCtUL/UR/DX, J,PX,REY, IREY, AA,Bfi>APE)
000017 C-JMilQ 1/X/ENiKAY
000017 COP.MQ-I/7.A/ REYCR
000017 IFCREY.UT.REYCR.AND,IREY,EG,1) GC TO 160 •
000030 E:1M3(-)R-.ui )/UC*0 ,5*FLOAT ( J-2)
000035 lF(Ef:'l,LT.-fl.999) WR I TE ( 6,192.) J, UL » UCi UR, EMM
000062 192 FORMAK 1 X, 1-5HJ, UL» UC» UR» EMM", 113. 4E13 . 5 )
000062 IF{EHM,LT.-C.999) EMMs-0,999
000065 BETAsy.0*FNH/(1.0*EMM)
000070 IF(LiETA,LT.-,1988) GO TO 170
000073 KMIFE2s.575+,402748*(BETA*.1988)-.658360*(BETA*,1985)**.78556
000104 EHF = 3, 2*3312 3 + 4. 56 J?992*BETA-SGRT( 4, 29783922 + 25, f-J67906*BETA +
1 21,87624"BETA**2)







000160 ij'j To 1^0






TM 162 . Page Al-69
S U B R O U T I N E f r A T ( R , F < i * R 2 , 01,02, o)
000011 RAT = <n-Pl>/(R2"kl)
000013 USQH-H, - - -
000017 RETUR'J
000017
TM 162 * Page Al-70
S U B R O U T I N E A V E R A G < Rl, Pi, Ul, VI* R2, P2, U2* V2* F < A * PA* U;
0 0 0 0 2 0 D I K E N f J I O N O M R < 2 >
0 0 0 0 2 0 C'.IMG J/B/ C ' '1RjMBLADE,NONDIM* ITER/PHI
0 0 0 0 2 0 COM- IQ I /A / G A M M A , G A M U 1
0 0 0 0 2 0 C.IKMOM/i)/ I D , J , K J , I D S . K
0 0 0 0 2 0 innoa=i
000020 1F(JD.GT,4) IDL102=2
0 0 0 0 2 4 GR=GA IMA/GAMLI
000026 Hl = GR^Fl/Rl + 0,5*.(Ul*Ul + Vl*Vl-OMR(IDL102)* + 2)
000035 H2 = GR*PIVR2-
000046 R U1 = Ri* U1
0 0 0 0 4 7 R ; J 2 s R ' ? * ! J 2
000051 RUVl = iiUl*Vl
0 0 0 0 ^ 3 Ri. lV2 = i ? U 2 * V 2
0 0 0 0 5 5 RUH1 = ;{U1*H1
0 0 0 0 5 7 R . - jH2s ; j u2*H2
0 0 0 0 6 0 f
0 0 0 0 6 2 f .
000065 RU A s O ,
000067 RUVA = :).5*(RUV1*RUV2)
000073 R U H A = '.), 31
000076 R'J2A = -),5i
000102 HA=RU IA/RUA
000104 V A = R U V A/R U A
000106 CALL P S O L V C H A ,
000112 UA=(R'I2A^I
000115 R A = R U A / U A
000120 RETURN
000120 END
TM 162 . Page Al-71
S J G R C ! J 7 INP P S O L V < H , V , R U , R U 2 , P )
000010 D I M E N S I O N C M R ( 2 )
0 0 0 0 1 0 C'J t f t lCH/A/ G A M M A , f i A N U l
000010 C O M M Q J / ! ) / O N R , N S L A D E , N O N D l l t , ITCR/PHI
0 0 0 0 1 0 COKMO' - I /O / 1D ,J ,KJ , IDS ,K
0 0 0 0 1 0 I!)L1C;» = 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 J F M D . G T . 4 ) IDLl02 = 2




000030 C = l ,o + GAMPi*GAMLl*8




000047 PA = L). (1,-RCOT)
000052 IF(PA,GT,P) P=PA
000055 GO TC 1S3




000110 20C FORMAT(/5X,3lHNEGATIVE SORT JN P CALCULATION,,






TM 162 Page A2-1



















































J I ( 5 )
JK6)
J J ( 7 )
JS
ISLLE


























































O O O O O E










RACLE l a !
Y U X L E ( I ) 3 - :
YU(1, 2) = . { . / I C O O O O Q O E + OQ
Y U ( l i 5) a } , 66 r >90000E- ( ) l
YUU* 4) 3 7 .471140 f fOF : -01































Y L ( J , 2) = 0,
YL(1, 3 ) = - 7 . 0 7 l l R O O f ) F - 0 2
























































- 3 , ? 2 8 4 9 0 0 0 E - 0 1
O Q 9 0 5 0 0 0 F - 0 1
? . 9 2 8 9 3 0 0 0 E - 0 1
CE2 3 7 . 0 7 1 0 7 0 0 0 E - 0 2
R A D L E 2 = f ) ,
YUXLE(2) 3 6.77938830E-01



































































































































































6 5 6 B 5 0 0 0 E - 0 1
. 3 6 3 9 6 0 0 0 E - 0 1





























— 1 c; r
- 1 . »V




























O H P C 2 )
TI
V O U I



















TM 162 Page A2-4







































































































































































































, )OOoriE + 00
,'IOOOOE + OO
. 0 0 0 0 n E + 0 0
, 0 0 0 0 f I E + 0 0
, o o o o n F. + o o
, o o o o n F. + o o
, 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0
. 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0
, onoonE+oo
, 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0




. i 1 0 0 0 f) E + 0 0
. n 0 0 n n E + 0 0
, n o o o n E * 0 o
. O O O O O E + 0 0
,oooonE+oo
, 'i o o o n E + o o
. f) o o o n E + o o
.oooonE+00
, n o o o n E + 00
. i) o n o n E + 0 o
. 0 0 0 0 f) E * 0 0
















































































































O O O O O E w O l
o n o o o F. f o i
oooOOE-01
0 0 0 0 o E - 01
O O O O Q C e O l
QPQ3QE-01
OOOOQE"01
o o o o n E r U i























































































































































































ID s 1 j
V








•4 ,$962 lF -01
•4 ,S962 lF -01
•4.S9621F.-01
•4 .50621F-0? .











































































1 . 9 9 6 9 7 ji


















































































































































































































































































































































































































7 X = -6.
E-
.996975+00
























































































































































































































, 7.i.i2:>f-f Of: 6
, 75 l25-E-i-:ii, 6
,71l2r-5fi + !)l} ft
,7112'JK + Oo 6
, 7 1 1 2 5 5 + ij o 6
,71l2S5. + !Mj 6
,711 2 CJ 1= + n n 6
,71l2?5+0n 6
,711235*00 6
,7ll25r + ric 6
,711?Si= + CO 6
,711255+00 6
,Z1'12!JE-M>C 6
= 6.434 1 9 F- -
H
,7ll25£ + 0-r 6
,7llS?E- + i;i-. 6
,7ll2v>E + On 6






,71l2'3e + 0i: ft
,71l2?5 + ti[i ft
,711?:;5 + GP ft
,71l2r?5 + Uu ft
= 6 . 434095-
H
, 711^?E + ijO ft
, 711^ '".f:: + 0[ 6
,7112^5*0 0 6
,7;il?rJ5 + n/i <s
,711 255+ OH 6
,71125C*OD ft
. 71l2:iL:*D{. 6
,711235 + .')'; 6
,7112!;5 + GC! 6
,711255+00 6
,71l2o5+Un ft
,71l2St + iJO 6
,711255+00 h
. "5 0 0
. 5 0 0
.500
. S (j 0
.5iJi)





. 5 0 11
. 5 U 0
. 5 0 0
i l 1
H
. s n u
.500
.5 DC
. 5 u 0
.500
. 5 0 0
.iriO'l
. ^ 0 0
. H 0 3
. '3 0 0
. 5 0 '.)








. S 0 0
. ^ IJU
.BlIU
. S 'J J
.500
.500



























































































































.J a 3 X = "5.10826E-01
E . ' T
M O O T = 6.
H
u * * T t j "i v 7 tc ^  v 4. A * '. * u w u H u u v ** * ' - J *~
2.4H6'6E*m l,0090nE + Qfl 1.40QOOE + 00
•3..46469E*Ol 1,'JOflOOE + OC 1
-4.646fl5E-02 l.'JOOOOE + OQ l,400nOE + 00 4,
5.35315E-02 1,-JOflOfjE + On 1.40000E + 00 4.
1.5353iEfr01 i,'JOi»OOE*00 l,40000E*aO 4,
2.53531E-01 1.!)0"OOE*'00 1.4000CE + 00 4,59^2lC-01 '* «5'362lR-01 1.99697:
01 1.10000E+00 1,400006*00 4.59621F-01 -4,5962iE-01 l,99o97s
OL102 DRAGU DRA«L PDAlU . PDAlL PDA!






































































































. 0 i • 0
.000
.ono







0 0 E -JoF.r
JOE-













J 0 E »•
'JOE*








































































n o n E
O C D E




0 0 0 E
i) o n fc
o 0 n E




') 0 n E
•'ODE
0 0 1) E
n o n E
oo HE
n o n E
oonE
nonE
n 0 1) E
n 0 li E1
n 0 o E




































1 , 4 0 C 0 0 E + 0 0
= 80 TIME =
RHD
1.40000E+00
1, 40000 E + 00






1 , 4 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0
1.40000E+00
1.40000E+00
























































































S P A I N B 0,
P A - J H 2 = 0,
NT s
SRUAI = fl. SRUVAIa 0, SOU:
R U A l l - s 6.43469E-G1 RUVAIls-2.95751F-01 RU2
PDA 1(1) = 0, P D A K 2 ) = 0, ,
